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Consider an M-product, N-stage (acyclic machine network), finite

horizon scheduling problem. Demand for the products over H scheduling

periods is known, but not necessarily constant. There are N. identical

machines at each stage j. The objective is to schedule this multi-machine

system so as to minimize the sum of production and inventory costs over

the scheduling horizon.

Two cases of the problem are investigated— the frontal bottleneck

and the posterior bottleneck. Both are caused by the production rate of

each product being a monotonic function of its stage of completion. It

is shown that under certain conditions a single-pass algorithm provides

optimal solutions to the frontal bottleneck case. For the posterior

bottleneck an efficient heuristic is developed. Over 98% of the randomly

generated test problems are solved optimally by the heuristic.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1 . 1 I ntroduction

If one considers the structure of a production system, it is

often the case that whatever is produced is processed through several

stages of production. For instance, a gear blank for an automobile

transmission is first turned and given an initial shape on a screw

machine. The gear teeth are cut using a gear hobber. Then the gear

goes through a series of machining operations which result in a finished

gear, ready for assembly into a transmission. It is also many times

the case that more than one product is produced on any given set of

facilities (stage). In this situation it is necessary to schedule the

products to be produced over the stages in order to satisfy the demand

for the products. It is assumed (with little loss in generality) that

time can be discretized for scheduling purposes into periods (i.e., shifts,

days, weeks). It is also assumed that the demand for each product is

known sufficiently well to be used for planning purposes over some horizon.

It is this scenario that provides the setting for this dissertation.

The multi-stage production scheduling problem studied here is

concerned with scheduling the production of a set of products on a set

of machines which must perform their functions in a given order. Each

of these functions is a stage in the completion of the product and

each stage has a given production rate for each product. A machine

can perform only one function; however, there may be more than one

1



machine at each stage. An in-process inventory is maintained at each

stage to store the goods which have just completed this stage.

The system of stages can be depicted as a directed, acyclic network.

The nodes are the stages. The arcs represent the direction of flow of

unfinished products through the production system. If such a network

has at most one incoming arc at each node, it is called an a rborescence ,

as in nodes 1 through j-1 in Figure 1.1. If it has at most one outgoing

arc at each node, it is called an assembly network , as in nodes 2

through j in Figure 1.1.

The objective is usually to schedule and determine lot sizes for

the production of the different products while minimizing some function

of the production costs, set-up costs, and inventory carrying costs. In

some problems backlogging of demand is considered, which causes a

shortage cost.

There exists terminology in the literature which it is convenient

to adopt here. A model is deterministic when the external demand on

the system is known in advance with certainty. In a stochastic model

these demands are random variables having a probability distribution

which is assumed to be known. A stationary model defines its external

demands with parameters which are assumed to be independent of time. In

a nonstationary model, these parameters may vary over time. Backloggin g

of demand allows unsatisfied demand to be satisfied by products completed

at a later date. If no backlogging is allowed, sales from unsatisfied

demand are lost.

1 .2 Literature

This literature review covers the more recent papers on the

multi-stage production scheduling problem with emphasis on the



Figure 1.1. An example network.



deterministic models. In the process the problems treated by the papers

are categorized in order to delineate the unique area into which this

dissertation falls. The stochastic problems are basically inventory

control problems and have no constraints on resources or on the number

of machines used in any production processes. The deterministic

problems fall into two main categories - finite and infinite horizon.

With one exception both categories deal with a problem in which a single

product is produced. Excluding Von Lanzenauer [44] among the finite

horizon problems and Jensen and Khan [25] among the infinite horizon

problems, all the deterministic problems assume an infinite resource

supply or enough machines available at each stage to produce the desired

batch size. The problem investigated in this dissertation is deterministic,

has a finite scheduling horizon, deals with multiple products and con-

strains the number of machines at each stage. Only the Von Lanzenauer

paper deals with all four of these properties.

The latest survey of the literature was done by Clark [6] and

covers publications through 1971.

There are four major techniques which are generally employed to

analyze the stochastic multi-stage problem: expected cost analysis,

stationary process analysis, dynamic process analysis, and network theory.

Among the expected cost models, Berman and Clark [3] treated a

single product in a two-level arborescence stage structure. Hadley and

Whitin, [18] and [19], analyzed a single-level system of parallel stages

whose demands are assumed to have an independent, stationary Poisson

distribution. The same problem was investigated by Gross [17] con-

sidering a single time period. Krishnan and Rao [28] also considered

the problem as formulated by Gross.



A stationary process analysis was used by Love [31] on a two-

stages-in-series problem in which demand has a Poisson distribution.

Rosenman and Hockstra [34] investigated a problem for a repairable item

in a two-level supply/repair system having Poisson distributed demands.

Sherbrooke [36] analyzed a multi-product problem which consisted of

repairable items in a two-level, arborescence system of stages. Simon [38]

refined and extended Sherbrooke' s model.

Clark [5] and Clark and Scarf [7] used dynamic programming on the

single-product, stages-in-series problem with stochastic demand. In a

later paper, Clark and Scarf [8] extended and refined the model.

Hochstaedter [20] considered the case of a two-level, arborescence

system of stages as an extension of the model. Fukuda [15], [16], extended

the Clark and Scarf series model with the addition of combined ordering

and disposal policies. Zacks [47], [48], formulated a Bayesian model

for a two-level, parallel stages problem. Williams [45] investigated a

stages-in-series problem for the backlogging case with fixed production

cost.

Bessler and Veinott [4] used Veinott's dynamic process analysis

technique on many forms of the stochastic, multi-stage problem. Ignall

and Veinott [24] removed restrictions on initial inventory in the same

formulation.

Connors and Zangwill [9] made an application of network theory to

the stochastic problem, which, in principle, is an extension of the

network analysis on the deterministic problem.

The greatest progress in the deterministic, nonstationary, finite

horizon, multi-stage problem has come in the last ten years. In a

1966 paper, Zangwill [50] linked together single-stage models into an



acyclic network representation. The model, in effect, is a single

product model. He uses the assumptions of concave production costs,

piecewise concave inventory costs, known demand over a finite horizon,

and backlogging to characterize a dominant set of extreme points. For

the cases in which the stages are in series or in parallel networks,

he develops dynamic programming algorithms to search the dominant set

for optimal production schedules.

In a 1969 paper, Zangwill [49] noted that the single-product,

stages-in-series case from his previous paper can be modeled as a network

with conservation of flow constraints for each stage. He shows that

under the concavity conditions on the costs there is an optimal schedule

which is an extreme point of the network problem. Using the property

that in such an extremal solution any node can have at most one incoming

arc with positive flow, he presents a dynamic programming algorithm to

find the optimal extreme point.

Veinott [43] shows that the single-product problem with no backlogging
;

as described by Zangwill, can be formulated as a Leontieff substitution

model. Under the assumption of a concave objective function, the optimal

solution is an extreme point. He demonstrates that when there is instant

shipment of goods from one facility to another, Zangwill 's network model

with concave costs can be extended to include an arborescence con-

figuration of stages with the amount of computation depending on the

fourth power of the number of time periods. Under some rather severe

assumptions on the cost functions, Veinott presents a simpler and more

efficient procedure for the arborescence model.

Love [32] uses the network model of Zangwill for the one-product,

concave cost, finite horizon, stages-in-series problem. He adds three



additional conditions: production and storage costs are separable;

production costs are nonincreasing over time; and storage costs are

nondecreasing over the stages. Under these conditions the optimal

schedule has the property that if in a given period stage j is in

production, then stage j+1 is also in production. Love uses the

property to develop a more efficient dynamic programming algorithm.

He also considers the stationary case where costs and demands are constant

over time. It is shown that under some additional conditions a periodic

optimal schedule exists, and an algorithm is given for computing it.

Crowston and Wagner [10] studied a single-product, finite horizon

system which has its stages in an assembly network. Its demand is

deterministic and nonstationary. Production costs are assumed to be

concave, while inventory holding costs are linear. The model is an

extension of the series model of Love into an assembly network, except

that it does not have the concave holding costs of Love. They present

two algorithms. One is a dynamic programming algorithm for the general

assembly network for which solution time increases exponentially with

the number of periods but only linearly with the number of stages.

The other is a branch and bound algorithm and is intended for cases

in which there are a large number of time periods and a nearly serial

network structure.

Kalymon's [27] decomposition algorithm applies to single-product,

arborescence problems which are too large for Zangwill's and Veinott's

methods to solve. His model assumes holding costs are linear and that

production costs, except in the latest stage on each path through the

arborescence, are linear with set-up costs. The costs in the latest

stages are general. The decomposition treats the latest stages as



single-stage problems and implicitly enumerates the production set-up

patterns of the other stages. The number of computations increases

exponentially with the number of stages having followers and linearly

with the number of latest stages.

Von Lanzenauer [44] treats a multi-product problem having one

machine per stage and a finite horizon. The production, holding, and

shortage costs are all linear. There is also a set-up cost for each

product and stage. Not every product, however, uses the machines in

the same sequence. The formulation is a 0-1 program and relies on the

available techniques for solution.

The multi-stage problem having an infinite horizon was examined by

Taha and Skeith [41]. Their paper considers one product, the stages in

series with set-up costs and linear holding costs, noninstantaneous

production, delivery lags between stages, and backorders for the

finished product at the final stage. They assume that the batch size

at stage j is exactly enough units to build the number of units in the

batch of the last stage. The optimal batch size of the last stage is

found by enumeration.

Jensen and Khan [25] present a problem having one product, stages

in series, and noninstantaneous production. The production rate at each

stage is greater than the demand rate. The problem is to develop a

start-up, shut-down schedule which equalizes average production and

demand rates while minimizing set-up and inventory cost. Each stage

operates in a periodic manner with a fixed cycle time over the infinite

horizon. The solution technique is a dynamic program.

Crowston, Wagner, and Williams [11] treat a one-product problem

whose stages have at least one incoming arc and at most one outgoing arc.



The other conditions are lot sizes which are time invariant over the

infinite horizon, shipping delays which are independent of lot size, no

backorders, a fixed charge per lot, and a linear holding cost. They

consider only solutions which have a single lot size for each stage over

time. In this situation they show that the optimal lot size for a given

stage is an integer multiple of the optimal lot size of its immediate

successor stage. They use dynamic programming to find the optimal lot sizes.

Schwarz and Schrage [35] use a branch and bound procedure to solve

the same problem. They also present some heuristic procedures to solve

the problem by optimizing pairs of adjacent stages.

Additional contributions on the problem have been made by Evans [14],

Johnson and Montgomery [26], Rati iff [33], Sobel [39], Szendrovits [40],

Thomas [42], and Young [46].

Zangwill, Veinott, Love, Kalymon, and Crowston and Wagner considered

a multi-stage, multi-machine, s ingle-product , deterministic, finite horizon

scheduling problem. In fact, they have no constraint on the number of

machines in a stage. Only Von Lanzenauer treated a multi -product,

finite horizon problem having a constraint on the number of machines in a

stage. The remainder of the papers which have been considered here deal

with a stochastic problem or a deterministic problem with an infinite

horizon. Neither of these problems falls within the category of problems

studied in the following chapters.

1 . 3 Overview of Dissertation

The following chapters consider a multi-stage, multi -machine,

multi -product scheduling problem which is deterministic and has a finite

horizon. The methods used, unlike those of Von Lanzenauer, will not be
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hindered by a dependence on the state of the art of 0-1 integer programming,

The problem is an extension to multiple stages of the work of Dorsey,

Hodgson, and Rati iff [12] on the multi-facility, multi-product problem.

Like that of Dorsey et al., this problem is nonstationary and restricts

the number of machines at each stage.

Two cases of the problem, distinguishable by conditions on the

production rates, receive attention. In Chapter 2, the case in which

a production bottleneck occurs in the initial stages is examined, and

a single pass solution procedure is presented. Chapter 3 addresses

the case in which the production bottleneck occurs in the final stages

and shows how such a problem can be reformulated as a single-stage

problem having precedences among the jobs. Due to the extreme difficulty

in solving this problem, Chapter 4 presents heuristics for solution.

In addition, it develops an enumeration algorithm which is used to test

the accuracy and efficiency of the heuristics. Chapter 5 draws conclusions

and suggests avenues for future research.



CHAPTER 2

A FRONTAL BOTTLENECK PROBLEM

2.1 Introduction

The multi-stage, multi-machine, multi-product production scheduling

problem studied in this chapter is an extension of the multi-facility,

multi-product problem examined by Dorsey, Hodgson, and Rati iff [12].

Where the problem of Dorsey et al . is concerned with different products

manufactured in a single production operation, this problem considers

different products manufactured in a series of production operations.

Each operation is unique and is called a stage of production. Each

product requires the same sequence of production stages in its creation

as every other product. Each machine is used exclusively in a given

production stage.

The gear manufacturing example in Chapter 1 illustrates these

requirements. The different kinds of gears are the different products.

Each kind starts from a different kind of blank. The turning of the

blank and the cutting of the gear teeth are different operations and can

be considered production stages. Each gear must go through both stages

in the same serial sequence. Clearly, the screw machine and the

gear hobber can be used only in their respective production stages.

The problem discussed in this chapter is called a frontal bottleneck

problem due to an assumption that any stage of production has less

production capacity than any of the succeeding stages. This assumption

will cause more time per unit to be devoted to production in the earlier

11
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of any two stages. The result is that the question of schedule

feasibility becomes a question of whether or not there is enough time

or machine capacity to handle the demands placed upon the earliest

stages of the production system--a frontal bottleneck.

The problem discussed first in this chapter has only two stages in

series. One possible solution method is presented which consists of

solving a series of network flow problems. A greedy algorithm, developed

by Dorsey [12], is presented which solves the network flow subproblems.

It is shown that under certain assumptions the technique finds a

feasible solution. With the addition of an ordering assumption on the

cost coefficients, the technique finds an optimal solution. These

results are then shown to extend to N stages in series. Extensions of

the model and of the solution technique to more general production

systems are briefly discussed. Finally, application of the technique

to situations in which demand is uncertain and demand forecasts are used

is considered.

2.2 Problem Definition

The problem to be considered in this chapter can be described as

an industrial process in which M different products are manufactured.

Each product undergoes the same two stages of production in the same

sequence. Within stage j there are N. parallel identical machines

which perform the operation associated with the stage.

All production runs, called jobs , are performed on a single

product and a single machine and have a duration of one time period.

An (i,j) job is a production run of stage j of product i. Jobs of the

same product and stage may be scheduled consecutively or at the same

time on parallel, identical machines. It is assumed either that setup
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is included in the production run and is performed for each job or that

setups are performed between periods.

Nonnegative in-process and finished-product inventories must be

maintained throughout the scheduling horizon H. A newly completed

component or finished product is added to the proper inventory at the

end of its production period with no time loss for transportation.

The necessary raw materials are always available. The components of

product i which are used as input for the production of stage 2 of

product i during period t are drawn from the stage 1 in-process inventory

at the end of period t-1

.

Considering the gear manufacturing example, after a batch (job)

of type i gear blanks has been turned, the turned blanks are sent to

in-process inventory to await input to the gear-hobber stage. Each

turned blank becomes one gear in finished inventory after processing

by the gear hobber.

The output of stage 2 is the finished product. Demand for each kind

of finished product is assumed known for each time period through the

scheduling horizon. The demand for period t is satisfied from the

finished-product inventory at the end of period t.

The costs of a schedule are incurred in production costs and

inventory carrying costs. The production cost for a given stage and

product is assumed independent of time. The inventory carrying cost for

a given product is assumed a linearly increasing function of time.

As a unit of a product finishes a stage of production, its inventory

carrying cost per unit increases proportionally with the value added

by the stage of production. The objective is to find the production

schedule which minimizes the production and inventory carrying costs

over the horizon H while satisfying the previously mentioned constraints.
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In the next section a mathematical model is formulated for the

problem. The model gives the insight that it may be possible to separate

the problem and solve it as a sequence of network flow problems.

Finally, a greedy algorithm, developed by Dorsey [12], is presented

which solves the network flow problems.

2.3 A Mathematical Model

In order to develop some insight into the solution of the problem

described in the previous section, a mathematical model will be

formulated. However, it is necessary, first, to present some notation:

b- inventory carrying cost per batch (job) per period of stage 1

of product i

2
b. incremental inventory carrying cost (value added) per batch

l

J

job) per period of stage 2 of product i

c. production cost per batch (job) of stage j of product i

d. , demand for product i in period t

D demand matrix having entries d. ,

l ,t

H number of periods in the scheduling horizon

I. desired level for the final inventory of stage j of product i

H(0) initial inventory level of stage j of product i

M number of kinds of finished products

N. number of identical machines which perform operation j

N(l,2) minimum number of jobs in stage 1 needed to supply the

input for each job in stage 2
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p, production rate (batch size) for stage j of product i

vr. (X
J

) the number of jobs of stage j of product i which must be

performed, due to the demand created by X
J

, by the end of

period t

x. . number of machines which produce stage j of product i during

period t

X matrix of decision variables for stage j (has entries x. .)

[al the smallest integer no less than a

L a j the largest integer no greater than a

V. inventory carrying cost per unit per period of stage 1 of

product i

2
*. incremental inventory carrying cost (value added) per unit

per period of stage 2 of product i

<5 u 1, if t=H; 0, otherwise

Since a production scheduling problem is being considered, the

objective is to find a schedule which satisfies the demand for finished

products on time and attains the desired levels for the various final

inventories. All this must be accomplished while maintaining nonnegative

inventory levels, using only the available machines, and minimizing

the production and inventory carrying costs.

The variable to be considered here is x. ,
- the number of machines

which produce stage j of product i during period t. It can also be

interpreted as the number of (i,j) jobs (batches) performed during

period t. The use of this variable allows the formulation of an

integer program which is related to a network flow problem and, under
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some limiting assumptions, lends itself to a straightforward solution

technique.

Consider the following definitions. The production rate for stage

j of product i is p.. The initial inventory and desired level of

final inventory for stage j of product i are 1.(0) and I., respectively.

The demand for product i during period t is d. , . Finally, the Kroenecker
1,1

delta, <$ u , is 1, if t=H, and 0, otherwise.
t,n

Since the finished products are the output of stage 2, the production

in stage 2, aided by the initial inventory of the finished product,

must satisfy the demand over the scheduling horizon and meet the desired

level of final inventory of finished products. This is expressed in

(2.1) for i=l, ..., M and t=l , ..., H.

k=l k=l

Since the output of stage 1 supplies the input of stage 2, the

production in stage 1, aided by the initial inventory of stage 1 compo-

nents, must supply the input needs for stage 2 production and meet

the desired level of final inventory of stage 1 components. If this

is accomplished in every period, the in-process inventory level remains

nonnegative. This stage 1 production constraint is expressed in (2.2)

for i=l, ..., M and t=l,..., H. (Note: x
1

? Uil = 0.)v

i ,H+1

">!

j, *i.k
i - i

l<
o

»
+

p? j! *i.it 't.H 1
!

(2 - 2)

Constraints (2.1) and (2.2) can be simplified and made more in-

tuitive, if they are expressed in terms of the decision variables alone.
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2 1

Solving the constraints for £ x. , and £ x. . , respectively, leaves
k=l

ljK
k=1

1,K

a right-hand side which is a lower bound on the number of (i,j) jobs

which must be completed by the end of period t. (The production in

stage 2 causes a demand on stage 1.) Let D and X be the matrices which

have the entries d. . and x. ., respectively. Also, let]"a
|
be the

smallest integer no less than a. Then, the maximum number of (i,j)

jobs which must be completed by the end of period t due to the demand in

the argument is expressed by w. ,(X), defined by
i j t

2
w. , ID) nmaxjo, |(-1?(0)+ jd1fk+

«
tiH lf)/p2"|

and

w! .(X
2

) = max io, K-ll(O) + p
2

7 x
2

. + 6 + u l!)/p!

Using the w functions, constraints (2.1) and (2.2) will become

(2.9) and (2.8), respectively, in the complete problem formulation

(P2.1), below.

A straightforward stage 2 constraint requires that production in

stage 2 during period 1 does not exceed the input available from the

stage 1 initial inventory for all products i=l, ..., M.

p
2
x
2

sl
* l}(0) (2.3)

2
Solving for x. , and letting |_aj be the largest integer no greater than

2
a, (2.3) can be transformed (since x. , is integer) into a tighter

constraint ((2.10) in the complete problem formulation (P2.1), below).

Let N. be the number of machines available in stage j. Constraint

(2.4) ensures for j = l , 2 and t=l , ..., H that no more than N. machines

are used.
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1=1

x
3
. . ~ N. (2.4;

Let c. be the production cost per (i,j) job. Also, let ^. be

the inventory carrying cost (incremental for stage 2) per (i,j)

component per period. The objective function is to minimize total

cost and can be expressed as in (2.5).

M 2

min I I

i=l j=l

. H . . . H

•?. I x*? . + H'JpJ
I (H-t+Dx 1

? ,
1

t=l
1 ' t 1 n

t=1
ljt

(2.5;

Since total cost is being minimized, the minimum necessary number

of jobs will be performed. Thus, in an optimal solution,

H
2 2

y x. .
= w. H (D) and

t=l
1 » t 1,H

tl }

X
i,t

=W
i,H

(X } ' both constants.

as

Consequently, with a little manipulation, (2.5) can be restated

i

v
i c n ...

min I I I -t^pW + constant
1=1 j=l t=l

1 n 1st
:2.e:

The production costs have dropped out of the optimization, which leaves

only the inventory costs. Let the notation be consolidated by defining

b
j = Y^ .

i ri

The objective function (2.7) in P2.1 is derived from (2.6) and

has the effect of minimizing inventory cost. Note that the objective

tends to schedule all the jobs as late as possible. This objective

function makes sense since the later a job is scheduled, the less time

its output will be held in inventory.
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The mathematical model can be expressed as the following integer

program:

M 2 H

max I I I ttrW ;

i=l j=l t=l '

s.t.

P2.1

M -

I xJ. . - N. , all j and t;

i=l
1,T J

I x
1

. .
- w! ,(X

2
) , all i and t:

k=l
1,K ljI

I x
2

.
^ w

2
(D), all i and t:

k=l
1jK 1,r

2
X
i,l

ij(o)/ P
2

all i;

(2.7)

(2.4)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)x- . - and integer.

For j=2 (thus, considering only the second production stage),

(2.7), (2.4), (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11) define the problem (with a

unimodular constraint matrix) addressed by Dorsey, Hodgson, and

Rati iff [12] . Assuming stage 1 can supply the input required by

stage 2, the stage 2 problem can be solved using a network flow algorithm.

2
The decision variables from the stage 2 solution define X . Considering

only j=l and fixing X
2

, the remainder of P2.1 ((2.7), (2.4), (2.8),

and (2.11)) defines the stage 1 problem. The stage 1 problem also has

a unimodular constraint matrix and can be solved by a network flow

algorithm.

An example is presented in Figure 2.1. The figure is the

constraint matrix of P2.1 for two products and three periods, assuming
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x
l,l

X
l,2

X
l,3

X
2,

1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
X
2,2

X
2,3

X
l,l

X
l,2

X
l,3

X
2,l

X
2,2 2,3

1
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the n'ghthand side of (2.8) is fixed. The first six rows are (2.4), the

second and third sets of six rows are (2.8) and (2.9), respectively.

The final two rows are (2.10). Linear transformations on rows seven

through eighteen can be used to create a network flow constraint

matrix. The second stage can be solved to determine the righthand

side of (2.8). Then stage 1 can be solved.

Clearly, then as a heuristic approach, it appears that problem

P2.1 can be separated into two subproblems which, if solved in the proper

order, may yield a solution to the full problem. In the next section

an ordering procedure and a greedy algorithm (Dorsey [12]) for solving

the individual stage subproblems is presented.

2.4 The Backward Solution Technique

In the last section it was shown that (as a heuristic) problem

P2.1 can be separated into two parts, each of which can be solved as

a network flow problem (if the part corresponding to stage 2 is

solved first). The problem of stage 2 is the multi-facility, multi-

product production scheduling problem solved by Dorsey, Hodgson, and

Rati iff [12]. After solution of stage 2, stage 1 has the same form.

Dorsey developed a greedy algorithm which is much more efficient than

standard network flow techniques.

The following procedure, called the Backward Solution Technique

or BST, is applied to two-stage production problems.

Step 1

.

Set j=2 and use the demand for the stage j problem.

Step 2. Solve the network flow problem presented by stage j,

using Dorsey' s algorithm [12]. Use the result to define

X , the schedule for stage j.
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Step 3. If j > 1, set j=j-l, use X
J

as the demand for the stage

j problem, and go to Step 2. Otherwise, stop.

An application of the BST to the gear manufacturing problem would

cause the teeth-cutting stage to be optimally scheduled first. This

schedule would act as a demand timetable for turned gear blanks to

be used as input for the gear hobbers. The gear-blank-turning stage

is then solved optimally using the demand from the gear hobbers.

It remains to establish conditions for which the BST gives an

optimal, or even a feasible, solution to the scheduling problem P2.1.

First, however, Dorsey's algorithm and its use in the BST need to be

explained. Dorsey's algorithm is presented primarily because much of

the later development in this chapter depends on its structure. (Note

that the following discussion considers a single-stage problem.)

In order to present Dorsey's algorithm, the concept of a relative

deadline for scheduling a job must be explained first. The relative

deadline of a job is that period in the scheduling horizon in which the

first unit of the output of the job is used to satisfy demand. This

period can be determined before scheduling takes place. Thus, a job may

not be scheduled later than its relative deadline.

In order to determine relative deadlines, it is necessary to be

able to distinguish between two jobs of the same product. In some

(not necessarily optimal) schedule for a set of identical jobs, number

the jobs according to their relative positions in the schedule. If

two jobs are in the same period, then the job on the higher-numbered

machine has the higher number. Thus, the n+1 job of a product is

"later" than the n job. Without loss of generality the n job of the

product in this schedule is the n job of the product in any optimal
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schedule. Also, a first-in-first-out inventory system is assumed for

ease of notation and without loss of generality.

Using numbered jobs and a FIFO inventory system, initial inventory

satisfies the early demand. After that the first unit of demand is

satisfied by the first unit of output from the first job. The period

in which this happens is the relative deadline of the first job, etc.

In making these calculations the desired level of the final inventory

is considered part of the demand in the last period.

In his scheduling procedure Dorsey [12] considers the periods one

at a time, starting with the last period. Within the period, he starts

by scheduling the jobs of the highest-numbered product. He schedules

as many as possible of these jobs which have not already been scheduled

and which have relative deadlines no earlier than the period under

consideration. Having scheduled one product, he starts with the next

lower-numbered product. Having completely scheduled a period, he

considers the next earlier period.

Dorsey [12] has shown that the method finds an optimal schedule,

if the products are numbered according to their nondecreasing costs.

Consider Table 2.1A for a two-machine example of the use of

Dorsey's method. The entries of the table are the demand (in units)

for the two products in the example. Products 1 and 2 have production

rates of two and three units per period, respectively. Product 2 has an

initial inventory of four units. Since period 4 has a demand for three

units of product 1, it will take two jobs to produce them. So the

first two product 1 jobs have their relative deadline at period 4.

This leaves one unit in product 1 inventory going into period 5.
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TABLE 2.1A. Single-stage example problem-demand table.

TIME 12 3 4 5 6 7

PRODUCT 1

PRODUCT 2

1

TABLE 2. IB. Relative deadlines for the problem in Table 2.1A.

TIME
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However, that is not enough to cover the demand in period 5--another

product 1 job is needed and has its relative deadline in period 5.

Because of its initial inventory only two jobs are needed to satisfy

demand for product 2 in period 4. Table 2. IB has as its entries the

number of jobs of each product which have their relative deadlines in

the indicated periods. Table 2. IB shows that periods 5 through 7

have enough machines so that their jobs can be scheduled at their

deadlines. However, period 4 has deadlines for four jobs but room

for only two. The scheduling method places the higher-numbered products

in period 4 and considers the others in period 3. Figure 2.2 is a

Gantt chart, the entries of which are the product numbers of the jobs

scheduled in the indicated periods.

Consider again a two-stage problem. In order to use Dorsey's

method in a stage other than the last stage of production, it is

necessary to be able to use the concept of the relative deadline in

an earlier stage. Demand is taken from inventory at the end of the

period in which it appears; however, input to a later stage is taken

from inventory at the end of the period immediately before it is

needed. As a convention to rectify this problem let the input

requirement for stage 2 at time t be regarded as demand on stage 1 at

time t-1 . The relative deadline for jobs in stage 1 depends on the

demand placed on stage 1 by the schedule calculated for stage 2.

Dorsey's method can now be applied to stage 1 in a straightforward

manner.

Let us use the example in Tables 2.1A and 2. IB and in Figure 2.2

2 2 2
as the second stage of a two-stage problem. Thus, p-. =2 , p ?

=3, I
?
(0)=4,
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TIME
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2 111
and Ii=l. Let stage 1 have two machines, p,=p

?
=2, and I '=1 . The

stage 1 "demand" derived from the stage 2 schedule in Figure 2.2 is

in Table 2.2A. The demand translates into the stage 1 relative

deadlines in Table 2.2B. From this, Dorsey's method derives the stage 1

schedule in the Gantt chart of Figure 2.3.

The stage 2 and stage 1 schedules in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, re-

spectively, represent the BST solution to the two-stage problem which

uses the demands in Table 2.1A.

The Backward Solution Technique and the method used to solve the

individual stages within the BST were presented in this section. The

next section presents the conditions under which the BST finds

feasible and optimal solutions to the two-stage problem.

2 . 5 Feasibility and Optimal ity Conditions for the Backward Solution
Technique

The purpose of this section is to develop conditions which enable

the BST to find feasible and (under additional conditions) optimal

solutions to problem P2.1. Three assumptions will be presented. It

will be proven that under the three assumptions, the BST will find a

feasible solution, if one exists. A fourth assumption will be made.

It will be shown that under the four assumptions the BST will find an

optimal solution, if one exists.

Consider the Gantt chart in Figure 2.4. The chart is the combination

of Figures 2.2 and 2.3, but depicts only the schedule of the product 2

jobs in the two-stage problem. (The first row for each stage is

1 2
machine 1.) Since p~ = 2 and p~ = 3, the jobs in period 2 and 3 c

stage 1 furnish the input for the two jobs in period 4 of stage 2
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TABLE 2.2k. First stage demand caused by the stage 2

schedule in Figure 2.2.

TIME
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TIME
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TIME
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All of the output of the first and third jobs of stage 1 (machine 2

of periods 2 and 3, respectively) are used as input strictly to the

first and second jobs, respectively, of stage 2. The second job of

stage 1 supplies its first unit of output to the first job of stage 2

and its second unit to the second job of stage 2. Therefore, the

relative deadlines of the first and second jobs of stage 1 are

determined by (in fact, are one period earlier than) the period in

which the first job of stage 2 is scheduled. If the first job in

stage 2 moved into period 3, the second job of stage 1, in order to

supply the job, would be forced to move into period 2. If that stage 2

job moved to period 2, it would force the first two stage 1 jobs into

period 1

.

The first two stage 1 jobs in Figure 2.4 are supplier jobs of the

first stage 2 job. A job of stage 1 is a suppl ier job of a stage 2

job if the first unit of output from the stage 1 job is used as input

to the stage 2 job. Also, a job of stage 2 is a consumer job of a

stage 1 job if the stage 2 job uses as input the first unit of output

from the stage 1 job. Consequently, the first stage 2 job in Figure 2.4

is the consumer job of the first two stage 1 jobs, and the second stage

2 job is the consumer job of the third stage 1 job.

The first assumption to be used in the proof that the BST finds

feasible solutions concerns the relative production rates (batch sizes)

of the same product between the two stages.

Assumption 2.1 : (production rate) The production rate p. - p. for

all i.
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The consequence of the production rate assumption is that each

(i,2) job requires an input at least as great as the output of one

(i,l) job. In fact, each (i,2) job requires input equivalent to the

2 1

output of P-/p- (i,l ) jobs.

As an example of the possible consequences of violation of

Assumption 2.1, consider the Gantt chart in Figure 2.5A. In this

12 1 2
problem each stage has one machine, 2p, = p, , p ?

= 2p
?

, and all

stage 2 jobs have their relative deadlines at period 4. There is no

initial or desired final inventory. Scheduling a job in period is

infeasible. The BST solution to the problem is in Figure 2.5A. It

is infeasible; however, the feasible solution is in Figure 2.5B.

Assumption 2.2 : (supplier job) Each stage 2 job has at least N(l,2)

stage 1 supplier jobs, where N(l,2) = min p./p. .

When Assumption 2.1 is considered, N(l,2) - 1, and Assumption 2.2

states that each stage 2 job has at least one supplier job in stage 1.

In the early periods of the scheduling horizon, demand can cause

the first stage 2 job of a product to be scheduled so early that there

is not enough time to schedule its supplier jobs. Another possibility

is that initial inventory of stage 1 of product i is so high that the

first (i,2) job does not need supplier jobs for its input. The supplier

job assumption avoids these possibilities by forcing each stage 2 job

to have at least N(l,2) supplier jobs. Note that this assumption

effectively places an upper bound on initial in-process inventories.

Practical considerations of this upper bound will be discussed in a

later section. Furthermore, Assumption 2.2 ensures that if a product

is produced in stage 2, it has a component produced in stage 1, since

it must have a supplier job.
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TIME
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Figure 2.6A presents an example of the violation of the supplier

12 12
job assumption. Each stage has one machine, p, = p, , p?

= p ? ,

1 2
I
?
(0) = p?

, and all stage 2 jobs have their relative deadlines at

1 2
period 3. Since I

?
(0) = p ?

, the first (2,2) job has no supplier job.

The BST solution is in Figure 2.6A, and the feasible solution is in

Figure 2.6B.

Assumption 2.3 : (machine availability) The number of stage 1 machines

satisfies N, * 0(1,2).

Without the truncation in N(l,2), Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 state

2 1 1^2
N, - N~ min (p. /p.) or p.N, - p.N

?
for all i. Thus, the one-period

production capability of stage 1 is no greater than the one-period

production capability of stage 2 for any product and the production

bottleneck is maintained in stage 1. The consequence of the machine

availability assumption, when combined with Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2,

is that there are no more machines available in any period t of stage 1

than are necessary to execute the minimum number of supplier jobs which

N
?

jobs in period t+1 of stage 2 can have. In other words, if there

are no idle machines in period t+1 of stage 2 and all stage 1 jobs are

scheduled as late as possible, there are no idle machines in period t

of stage 1

.

In the example of Figure 2.7A stage 1 has too many machines, in

violation of Assumption 2.3. Stage 1 has two machines, stage 2 has one

machine, and all stage 2 jobs have their relative deadlines at period 3.

12 12
The production rates 3p, = p-, and p„ = p ?

; thus, N(l,2) = 1. Figure 2.7A

presents the BST solution, and Figure 2.7B presents the feasible

sol ution.
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TIME
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It has been shown that violation of any of the Assumptions 2.1,

2.2, or 2.3 can result in the BST failing to find a feasible solution,

when one exists. It will be shown that when all three assumptions are

met, the BST finds a feasible solution, if one exists. First, however,

some lemmas must be proven.

The first lemma characterizes a solution to a single-stage

problem obtained by Dorsey's method. It concerns the ordering of the

jobs by product number within a schedule.

Lemma 2.1 ; Consider a schedule, found by Dorsey's algorithm, to a

single-stage problem. If a job of some product i is scheduled

in period tl earlier than its relative deadline t2, then every

machine in the interval [tl + 1, t2] is utilized by the schedule,

and every job in the interval has a product number which is at

least as high as i

.

Proof: Assume for the purpose of contradiction that a machine in some

period t in the interval [tl +1, t2] is idle or scheduled to process

a job of product il, where il < i. When Dorsey's algorithm scheduled

period t, it assigned to t all product i jobs which were unscheduled

and had relative deadlines no earlier than t. This assignment was

made before any jobs of product il were assigned to t and before any

decision was made to leave a machine in t idle. Consequently, no job

of product i which has a relative deadline in period t or later is

scheduled earlier than period t. This contradicts the existence of

the product i job referred to in the hypothesis of the lemma.

Therefore, every machine in period t is utilized, and every job in

period t has a product number which is at least as high as i, for all

t in [tl +1, t2]. q.E.D.
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The insight to be found in Lemma 2.1 is that in a Gantt chart of

Dorsey's solution all the machine blocks between a given job and its

relative deadline contain jobs having product numbers no lower than

the product number of the job under consideration.

Lemma 2.2 : If there exists a feasible solution to a single-stage

problem, then Dorsey's algorithm will find a unique, feasible

solution.

Proof: Follows from Dorsey [12] . Q.E.D,

The preceding assumptions and lemmas are used in Lemma 2.3, which

shows that, under certain conditions, a pairwise interchange of two

jobs in the second stage of a feasible schedule for a two-stage problem

can be made so that the resulting schedule is feasible.

In considering Lemma 2.3, refer to the Gantt chart in Figure 2.8.

Unlike previous Gantt charts in this chapter, each stage has an un-

specified number of machines, except that they satisfy the machine

availability assumption. The 13 in some of the periods represents a

class of products (not necessarily all of which have the same product

number) all of which have higher product numbers than il and 12. The

i4 in other periods represents another class of products. The il and

i'2 in the chart indicate that each of those periods contains at least

one job of product il or i2, among other jobs.

Note in the proof of the lemma that all changes in the solution

are accomplished by applying Dorsey's algorithm to a stage or by a

pairwise interchange of jobs in which the job of the higher-numbered

product moves to a later period and the job of the lower-numbered

product moves to an earlier period.
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Lemma 2.3: Consider the Gantt chart of a feasible solution to a two-

stage problem in which the first stage has a feasible solution

found by Dorsey's algorithm and in which each stage 2 job is

scheduled so that there are no idle machines between it and its

relative deadline. For any two products il and i2 such that

il < i2, consider an (il,2) job in some period t4 and an (i2,2)

job in some period t2 (t2 < t4) both of which have relative dead-

lines no earlier than t4. Furthermore, let il be the lowest

product number in period t4 of stage 2 and let this (il,2) job be

the "earliest" (lowest job number) of the (il,2) jobs in period t4.

Finally, let the ( 12,2) job be the "latest" (highest job number)

of the (i2,2) jobs in period t2. If

(a) the jobs in the interval [t2+l , t4-l] of stage 2 are of the

product class i3,

(b) the (il,2) job and the (i2,2) job are interchanged in the

schedule, and

(c) Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are met,

then there exists a feasible solution which is identical to the

new solution in stage 2 and has a feasible solution from Dorsey's

algorithm in stage 1

.

Proof : It will be shown that all the (il,l) supplier jobs of the (il,2)

job which are in the interval [t2, t4-l ] are actually in period t4-l .

It will also be shown that there are no more than N(l,2) of these

(il,l) supplier jobs in period t4-l. Thus, when the interchange of

their (il,2) consumer job and the ( i 2 , 2 ) job is made, the N(l,2) (il,l)

supplier jobs in t4-l can interchange feasibly with N(l,2) (i2,l)
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supplier jobs of the ( i 2 , 2 ) job in periods earlier than t2. The

resulting solution is feasible. Finally, Dorsey's algorithm is applied

to the new stage 1 solution.

Consider Figure 2.8. Let period tl(<t2) be the latest period

containing (12,1 ) supplier jobs of the (12,2) job in period t2. Define

all the stage 1 jobs in the interval [tl+1, t4-2] to be in the product

class i4. The (12,1 ) supplier job in period tl has its relative

deadline in period t2-l . By Lemma 2.1, each job in the interval

[tl+1, t2-l] has a product number no lower than i2, therefore, higher

than il. By Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, each stage 2 job in the interval

[t2+l , t4-l] has at least N(l ,2) supplier jobs. Then, by Assumption 2.3

and Lemma 2.1, all stage 1 jobs in the interval [t2, t4-2] have product

numbers at least as high as those of the products in class i3, which

are higher than il and i2. Therefore, all products in the class i4

have numbers at least as high as i2 and higher than il. Consequently,

there are no (il,l) jobs in the interval [tl+1, t4-2]

.

Since the (11 ,2) job of interest in period t4 is the lowest-

numbered job of the lowest-numbered product in period t4 and, by

hypothesis, there are no idle machines between the ( i 2 , 2 ) job in

period t2 and its relative deadline, then period t4 of stage 2 has N„

jobs, Np-1 of which have higher product numbers or higher job numbers

than the (il,2) job under consideration. By all three assumptions

and Lemma 2.1, there are at least (Np-1)N(1,2) supplier jobs which

have higher product or job numbers than and are scheduled later than

the supplier jobs of the (11 ,2) job (N(l,2) for each of the other jobs

in period t4 of stage 2.) Therefore, period t4-l contains at most
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N(l,2) supplier jobs of the "earliest" (lowest-numbered) (il,2) job

in period t4.

Interchange the highest-numbered (i2,2) job in period t2 and the

lowest-numbered (il,2) job in period t4. (The interchange is feasible
:

since each job has its relative deadline at least as late as period t4

It has been shown that the (il,2) job in the interchange has at

most N(l ,2) supplier jobs in the interval [tl+1, t4-l ] (all in period

t4-l). By the supplier job assumption, the (i2,2) job in the inter-

change has at least N(l ,2) supplier jobs in period tl or earlier. In

order to maintain feasibility in stage 1 in conjunction with the

stage 2 interchange, the period t4-l supplier jobs of the (il,2) job

in the stage 2 interchange must be interchanged with the "latest"

supplier jobs of the ( i 2 , 2 ) job in the stage 2 interchange.

These stage 1 interchanges must preserve the ordering of the

jobs of the same product. There are two cases to be considered.

Case 1: There are no (i2,l) jobs in the interval [tl , t4-2] which are

"later" (higher-numbered) than the supplier jobs of the (i2,2|

job in the interchange.

Case 2: There are (i2,l) jobs in the interval [tl, t4-2] which are

"later" (higher-numbered) than the supplier jobs of the (i2,2|

job in the interchange.

If Case 1 is true, moving the (i2,l) supplier jobs to period t4-l

does not alter the ordering of the (i2,l) jobs. By Lemma 2.1, no

(il,l) jobs lie between the supplier jobs of the ( 12,2) job in the

stage 2 interchange and the supplier job's former relative deadline,

period t2. Consequently, moving the (il,l) supplier jobs to the
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locations of the (12,1 ) supplier jobs does not alter the ordering of

the (il,l) jobs. Therefore, make the necessary stage 1 pairwise

interchanges.

If case 2 is true, it is shown in Lemma 2.1 that there are no

(il,l) jobs in period t4-1 . No stage 1 interchanges are necessary.

After the stage 2 interchange and the stage 1 interchanges (if

any are necessary) are made, both stages 1 and 2 have feasible schedules.

The only thing which remains to be done is to convert the stage 1

feasible solution to a feasible solution based on Dorsey's algorithm.

By Lemma 2.2, applying Dorsey's algorithm to the stage 1 problem

created by the new stage 2 solution completes the proof.

Q.E.D.

The results of Lemma 2.3 form the cornerstone of the proof of

the following theorem:

Theorem 2.1 : If there exists a feasible solution to the two-stage

problem and if Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are met, the Backward

Solution Technique finds a feasible solution.

Proof : The proof consists of assuming the existence of a feasible

solution to a two-stage problem and then converting it to a feasible

solution both stages of which are Dorsey solutions. After transforming

stage 1 into a Dorsey solution, the stage 2 feasible solution is compared

to a Dorsey solution of stage 2. Starting with the last period,

the stage 2 solution is converted by pairwise interchanges to the Dorsey

solution, period by period. After each interchange the stage 1

Dorsey solution is updated to maintain feasibility.
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Consider any feasible solution to the two-stage problem. By

Lemma 2.2, stage 1 of the solution can be converted to a Dorsey solution.

The solution now is feasible in stage 2 and has a Dorsey solution in

stage 1. Order the jobs on the machines in each period of stage 2

by increasing product and job number. If there are any idle machines

in stage 2 between a job and its relative deadline, move the job to the

latest such machine.

Also consider the Dorsey solution to stage 2. Compare the

stage 2 feasible and Dorsey solutions. (The conditions of Figure 2.8

and Lemma 2.3 will now be created.) Find the latest period in which

the two stage 2 Gantt charts don't agree. Call that period t5. In

period t5 of the stage 2 Dorsey schedule find the highest-numbered

job of the highest-numbered product which is not in period t5 of the

stage 2 feasible solution. Call that job n2 of product i2. Find the

period in the stage 2 feasible solution which contains job n2 of

product i2. Call that period t2. Since the two stage 2 schedules

agree in the interval [t5+l, H] , t2 < t5 . By the ordering of job

numbers and the method of choice of job n2, job n2+l of product i2

is in the interval [t5, H] in both stage 2 schedules. Thus, job n2 of

product i2 is the highest-numbered (i2,2) job in period t2 of the

feasible schedule. Job n2 of product i2 must now work its way, through

a series of pairwise interchanges, to period t5 of stage 2 of the

feasible solution. (Until it reaches t5, all discussion concerns the

feasible solution only.)

The next step is to find a job with which to interchange job n2

of product i2. Find the earliest period which is later than t2 and

which contains a product number smaller than i2. Call the period t4
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and call the product number il (t2 < t4 and il < i2). Let job nl

be the lowest-numbered (il,2) job in period t4. Let i3 be the

class of products in the stage 2 interval [ t2+l , t4-l] . By the choice

of t4 and job number ordering, all the products in the class i3 have

higher numbers than i2. Interchange job n2 of product i2 and job nl

of product il. Find the new feasible Dorsey schedule for stage 1,

the existence of which is shown in Lemma 2.3.

If t4 < t5, job n2 is the only (i2,2) job in period t4 (job n2+l

is in period t5 or later). Redefine t2 to be the old t4. Search for

a new period t4, product il, and job nl .

When job n2 reaches period t5 (t4 = t5) , find a new period t5,

product i2, and job n2. The search must eventually end with the

conversion of period 1 into period 1 of the stage 2 Dorsey solution,

because the interval [t5,H] has no schedule alterations (there is no

cycling in the search).

The feasible solution now is a Dorsey solution in both stages.

Lemma 2.2 shows that Dorsey's algorithm finds unique solutions. Since

the BST finds Dorsey solutions at each stage, this two-stage solution

is the one the BST would find.

Q.E.D.

Since no mention was made of an objective function in the proof,

there is the following corollary:

Corollary 2.1 : If there is a feasible solution to the two-stage

problem and if Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are met, then the

BST finds a feasible solution for any objective function.
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It remains to be shown under what additional conditions the BST

will find an optimal solution. The fourth assumption requires that

the products can be ordered equivalently in each stage by their cost

bl
1

Assumpti on 2.4: (cost) The inventory cost function b^
K
- b^,, for

i = 1, ..., M-l and j = 1, 2 .

The meaning of the cost assumption in the first stage is that

the inventory carrying cost of a batch of product i is no greater

than the inventory carrying cost of a batch of product i+1 . In stage 2

the cost is the value added to a batch, but the relationship between

products must still hold.

The assumption of the relationship between costs, when considered

for an individual stage, is the same assumption Dorsey [12] makes to

ensure that his method finds an optimal solution. Thus, under the

cost assumption, the BST finds a solution which is optimal in each stage,

if a solution exists for each stage. However, that does not mean the

total solution is optimal.

To show that the BST may not find an optimal solution if Assumption

2.4 is not met, consider a two-stage problem. Each stage has one

machine, each stage 2 job has its relative deadline at the end of

12 12 1 1 2
period 3, p-j = p

1

, and p^ = p Let b, = 3, b^ =
1 , b, = 1 , and

b
2

= 2. Figure 2.9A contains the BST solution, which has an objective

value of 13. The optimal solution, in Figure 2.9B, has an objective

value of 14. (Remember, that the objective is to maximize.)
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Theorem 2.2 : If the Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 are met and

if a feasible solution exists to the two-stage problem, then the

Backward Solution Technique finds an optimal solution.

Proof: Consider any optimal solution. Clearly, since it is optimal,

no idle machines lie between a job and its relative deadline.

Convert the optimal solution to a solution which has Dorsey solutions

in each stage by the same conversion method as is used in the proof of

Theorem 2.1. There are four ways in which the solution is changed.

Reordering the jobs within a stage does not change their objective

value. Since there are no idle machines between a job and its relative

deadline, the jobs of stage 2 will not be moved later to fill idle

machines. In the proofs of Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.1 all pairwise

interchanges moved a job of a higher-numbered product (i2) later and

a job of a lower-numbered product (il) earlier, for a net objective

value change per period moved of b^
?

- b^-, - (by Assumption 2.4).

Finally, stage 1 is periodically solved using Dorsey's algorithm.

Dorsey [12] showed that, under Assumption 2.4 applied to a single stage,

his algorithm finds an optimal solution. Thus, under Assumption 2.4,

applying Dorsey's method to a solution in stage 1 does not worsen the

solution.

It has been shown that each alteration which must be made to an

optimal solution to a two-stage problem in order to convert it to a

solution having Dorsey solutions in each stage results in a solution

at least as good as the optimal solution. Consequently, under

Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, a solution which has a Dorsey

solution in both of its stages is optimal (if a feasible solution exists^
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Since the BST generates unique Dorsey solutions in each stage and

finds a feasible solution (Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.1), it finds that

optimal solution.

Q.E.D.

It has been shown that under the production rate, supplier job,

and machine availability assumptions the BST finds a feasible solution

to the two-stage problem (if a feasible solution exists), regardless

of objective function. With the addition of the cost assumption, the

BST finds the optimal solution. The combination of the production

rate and machine availability assumptions causes the frontal bottleneck

1 7
discussed earlier. The posterior bottleneck for which p. - p. for

all i and for which there is a lower bound on the number of machines

in stage 1 is discussed in the next chapter. The cases in which

1 ? 12
p. - p. for some i and p. - p. for other i are very difficult to analyze

1 2
and are not discussed here. If p. > p., there are some product i

jobs in stage 2 which do not require supplier jobs (the supplier job

assumption would not hold). All the other assumptions are independent

of each other. The supplier job assumption affects the allowable

level of initial inventory and is very restrictive. It is shown,

however, in the next section that violation of the supplier job

assumption results in start-up problems, which are resolved after a

short interval. The cost assumption appears to be reasonable in that

an expensive (or valuable) product tends to remain expensive relative

to the other products as it goes through the stages of production.

In the next section, practical applications of the BST are considered,

such as problems in which demand may fluctuate and/or initial inventory

levels may cause the violation of the supplier job assumption.
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2.6 Application of the Backward Solution Technique

The normal use of a scheduling technique like the BST is to

schedule production over a horizon using all available information on

demand and inventory. After performing one period's production, the

schedule is then recomputed using updated demand and inventory

information. This cycle is repeated for the remainder of the pro-

duction process.

In computing the schedules it becomes apparent that initial,

in-process inventory may cause Assumption 2.2, that each (i,j) job has

at least N( j,j+l )(i ,j) supplier jobs, not to be realized for early

jobs. In a practical sense, this situation is a start-up problem,

however, and after a period of time resolves itself. Let H, be the

period in the first schedule by which each product has had completed

at least one stage 2 job having a supplier job. From no later than H,

on, Assumption 2.2 is satisfied in the first schedule, which must be

optimal for all stage 2 jobs scheduled after H, and for their suppliers

Thus, the start-up period ends no later than period H,

.

When demand remains unchanged, it is easily seen that any schedule

computed after period H
]

is optimal. This scheduling technique loses

its effectiveness when large fluctuations in demand are encountered

from schedule to schedule. Under the assumption of reasonable accuracy

in the forecast of demand, it will be shown that the Backward Solution

Technique creates optimal schedules.

When computing a new schedule at time t, compute it from time 0.

Then use the portion from t to H. The inventory at time t is the new

initial inventory. The schedule from H
]

to H satisfies Assumption 2.2

and is optimal. Thus, the schedule from t to H is optimal. Let t.
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be the earliest period in this schedule in which product i has had

completed at least one stage 2 job having a supplier job. The half-

open interval [t,t.) is the interval of accuracy for the demand fore-

cast for product i

.

An increase in demand has two possible impacts on the schedule.

There may be enough idle time in the necessary places to handle the

added load; thus, Assumption 2.2 is maintained. Since the addition

of a new job to a BST schedule can cause the jobs of lower-numbered

products to be pushed to earlier periods, the alternative impact of an

increase in demand is the creation of an infeasible problem. If an

increase in demand is for a period earlier than H, and is feasible, it

may cause a redefinition of H to an earlier period. The same is true

for period t.

.

A decrease in demand of one or less stage 2 jobs between schedules

also has two possible impacts on the schedule. If the decrease in

demand for product i applies to a period no earlier than t., it is

easily shown that the affected jobs in the interval [t,t.) will

maintain the same relative ordering as they advance in the schedule,

as a result of the removal of the product i jobs. Thus, the schedule

remains optimal. If the decrease in demand for product i occurs for a

period earlier than t., the schedule may revert to a start-up mode.

In order for the scheduling method to maintain optimal ity after

the start-up period, all decreases in demand for product i must occur

no earlier than t^ and must be able to be satisfied by the cancellation

of jobs which have a supplier job. This cancellation is accomplished

when the demand forecast for product i is a lower bound on actual demand

in the interval

.
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Conditions have been developed under which the BST gives an

optimal solution. It was shown using worst case analysis that after

an initial start-up period the method can accommodate normal changes

in demand. In the next section the notation and assumptions will be

extended to cover N stages in series. Lemma 2.3 and Theorems 2.1

and 2.2 will be extended to N stages in series.

2.7 The Extension to N Stages in Series

Up to this point the discussion has concerned a two-stage problem.

A natural extension of this problem is to N stages in series. There

is no intuitive difference between the two problems. All facets of

the definition and solution of the new problem are the same, except

that there are N stages to consider.

In the notation, the range of the stage indicator j is now from

1 to N. The incremental carrying cost coefficients, V. and b., now

become >q and b^ . The minimum number of supplier jobs in stage j

for each job in stage j+1 is N(j,j+1) and is defined by

N(j,j+1 ) = min
i

P
j+1

/P
j

,j+ l 1The functions w. .(D) and w^ (X
J

) replace w .(D) and w! .(X ),

respectively. The Backward Solution Technique is unchanged, except

that in Step 1 the stage counter j is initialized at N.

Assumption 2.1 (production rate) becomes

Assumption 2.5 : The production rate p^ - p . , for all i and for

j = 1, ..., N-l.
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Assumption 2.2 (supplier job) becomes

Assumption 2.6 : Each stage j+1 job has at least N(j,j+1) stage j

supplier jobs, for j = 1, ..., N-l

.

Assumption 2.3 (machine availabil ity) becomes

Assumption 2.7 : The number of stage j machines

H. <- N
j+1

N(j,j+l) , for j =1, .... N-l.

Lemma 2.3 becomes Lemma 2.4 in which il, i2, i3, i'4, tl , t2,

and t4 are defined exactly as they are for Lemma 2.3, except that they

are in stages j and j+1 (Figure 2.10).

Lemma 2.4 : Consider the Gantt chart of a feasible solution to an

N-stages-in-series problem in which the first j stages each have

a Dorsey solution and in which each stage j+1 job is scheduled

so that there are no idle-machines between it and its relative

deadline. If

(a) the jobs in the interval [t2+l, t4-l] of stage j+1 are of

the product class i3,

(b) the (il, j+1) job and the (i2, j+1) job are interchanged in

the schedule, and

(c) Assumptions 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 are met,

then there exists a feasible solution which is identical to the

new solution in stage j+1 and has a Dorsey solution in the first

j stages, for j =
1 , . . ., N-l

.

Proof Outline : The proof is by induction on j. Note that after

each interchange stages j+2 through N remain unchanged and, therefore,

feasible.
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For j = 1, Lemma 2.3 is the proof.

Make the induction assumption that Lemma 2.4 is true for j = K>1

.

For j = K+l , make the interchange of the (il, j+1) and (i2, j+1)

jobs, as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Then, as each pair of their stage j

supplier jobs are interchanged to re-establish stage j feasibility,

invoke the induction assumption to create feasible Dorsey solutions

in stages 1 through j-1. After establishing a feasible solution in

stage j, all that remains is to convert stage j to a feasible Dorsey

solution while maintaining feasible Dorsey solutions in stages 1

through j-1. This is accomplished by means of a period by period

conversion of stage j, like the one used on stage 2 in the proof of

Theorem 2.1. After each interchange, invoke the induction assumption

to maintain feasible Dorsey solutions in stages 1 through j-1. This

concludes the induction and proves the lemma.

Q.E.D.

The results of Lemma 2.4 form the cornerstone of the proof of

Theorem 2.3 (the successor of Theorem 2.1).

Theorem 2.3 : If there exists a feasible solution to the N-stage

problem and if Assumptions 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 are met, then the

Backward Solution Technique finds a feasible solution.

Proof Outl ine : The proof is by induction on N.

For N = 2, Theorem 2.1 is the proof.

Make the induction assumption that Theorem 2.3 is true for N = K.

For N = K+l, if there is a feasible solution, the first N-1 stages

have, by the induction assumption, a feasible solution (found by the

BST) which has a Dorsey solution in each stage. With this feasible
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solution, all that remains is to convert stage N to a feasible Dorsey

solution while maintaining feasible Dorsey solutions in stages 1

through N-l . This is accomplished by means of a period by period

conversion of stage N to a feasible Dorsey solution, like the one used on

stage 2 in the proof of Theorem 2.1. After each interchange invoke

Lemma 2.4 to re-establish feasible Dorsey solutions in stages 1 through

N-l. This provides a feasible solution to the N-stage problem which

has a Dorsey solution in each stage. Since Dorsey solutions are

unique, this is the solution found by the BST. Thus, the induction

proof is complete.

Q.E.D.

To show that the BST finds an optimal solution, Assumption 2.4

becomes

Assumption 2.8 : The inventory cost b^ - b^
+

, , for i = 1, ..., M-l

and all j.

In order to show that the BST finds an optimal solution, it is

necessary to prove an additional lemma. The lemma extends Lemma 2.4

to finding a new feasible solution which has an objective value at

least as large as that of the original feasible solution. The lemma

again refers to Figure 2.10.

Lemma 2.5 : If the hypothesis of Lemma 2.4 and Assumption 2.8 are met,

then there exists a feasible solution which has an objective value

at least as great as that of the original feasible solution

and which is identical to the new solution in stage j+1 and has a

Dorsey solution in the first j stages, for j = 1, ..., N-l.
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Proof O utline: The proof is by induction.

For j = 1, since the interchange and the determination of the

Dorsey solution in the proof of Lemma 2.3 cannot decrease the objective

value, the first induction step is proven.

Make the induction assumption that Lemma 2.5 is true for j = K.

For j = K+l , use the same proof as was used in the last step of

the induction proof of Lemma 2.4. Invoke the induction assumption of

the present proof in the place of the induction assumption of the

proof of Lemma 2.4. The only other movement of jobs is by pairwise

interchange. No interchange, by Assumption 2.8, decreased the objective

value. Thus, the objective value of the feasible solution found

during the induction is at least as great as that of the original

feasible solution.

Q.E.D.

To show that the BST finds an optimal solution, Theorem 2.2

becomes

Theorem 2.4 : If Assumptions 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 are met and if a

feasible solution exists to the N-stage problem, then the Backward

Solution Technique finds an optimal solution.

Proof Outline : The proof is by induction.

For N = 2, Theorem 2.2 is the proof.

Make the induction assumption that Theorem 2.4 is true for N = K.

For N = K+l, assume an optimal solution for the N-stage problem.

By invoking the induction assumption, convert the first N-l stages to

a BST solution. This N-stage solution is still optimal and has Dorsey

solutions in the first N-l stages. Convert stage N to a Dorsey solution

by using the same period by period conversion used in the proof of
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Theorem 2.4. Instead of invoking Lemma 2.4 after each stage N

interchange, use Lemma 2.5. The conversion results in a feasible

solution which has a Dorsey solution in each stage and which has

an objective value as great as that of the original optimal solution.

Since this is a maximization problem and Dorsey solutions are unique.

The BST would find this optimal solution.

Q.E.D.

It has been shown that the BST, under certain assumptions, finds

an optimal solution, if a feasible solution exists. A more general

production system is presented in the next section. Conditions

under which the BST can find an optimal solution are discussed.

2.8 Further Extensions of the Backward Solution Technique

Until this section the discussion has concerned only problems in

which the production system consisted of stages in series. To consider

more complex systems, it is necessary to introduce the concept of a

stage diagram. The stage diagram is a network representation of the

production system. Each node in the diagram represents a production

stage. The directed arcs connecting the nodes indicate a possible

path a product can take through the system on its way to completion.

In the stage diagram in Figure 2.11, the arcs show that a component

produced in stage 3 must be used in at least one of the stages 6

through N-3. Finished products are output from both stages N-l and N.

A supplier stage of stage j is any stage in the diagram from which

stage j has an incoming arc. Let S(j) be the set of supplier stages

of stage j. A consumer stage of stage j is any stage in the diagram

to which stage j has an outgoing arc. Let C(j) be the set of all
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consumer stages of stage j. In this terminology the production rate

and supplier job assumptions are concerned with a stage and its supplier

stages. Those two assumptions, along with the cost assumption, remain

unchanged. The machine availability assumption, because a stage can have

more than one consumer stage, becomes

Assumption 2.9 : The number of machines

N- - min N.,N(j,jl) .

J jUC(j) Jl

A result of the supplier job assumption, which becomes more

apparent for the general production system, is that any product

produced in stage j must be produced in each of its supplier stages.

However, a product produced in stage j is only required to be pro-

duced in at most one of its consumer stages. As an example from

Figure 2.11, a product produced in stage N-3 must be produced in

stages 3 and 4 but is only required to be produced in at most one of

stages N-l and N. Thus, there are only two possible paths for a

product to follow through the production system represented in

Figure 2.11. One path ends in stage N-l and includes stages 1, 3, 4, and

6 through N-3. The other path ends in stage N and includes stages

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, N-3, and N-2.

The production system under consideration for the BST must be

able to be represented by an acyclic, directed network. With the

exception of the replacement of Assumption 2.7 by Assumption 2.9,

the feasibility and optimal ity theorems and their proofs are

essentially unchanged. The BST would solve the stages of the system

in Figure 2.11 in the order of their decreasing stage numbers.
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A general production system was described. The assumption

alterations necessary to accommodate the system were explained.

Finally, it was noted without proof that with these changes the BST

finds an optimal solution to the general production system, if a feasible

solution exists

.

2.9 Conclusion

An extension of a single-stage, multi-machine, multi-product

scheduling problem into a multi-stage problem was discussed in this

chapter. The two-stage problem was considered first. A method, called

the Backward Solution Technique, was introduced which solves each stage

with a greedy algorithm developed by Dorsey [12]. It was found that

when the bottleneck occurs in the initial production stage (the pro-

duction rate and machine availability assumptions) and when production

start-up effects are over (the supplier job assumption), the BST finds

a feasible solution, if one exists. With the addition of the cost

assumption, the BST finds an optimal solution. It was shown by

counter-example that relaxation of the assumptions can lead to failure

to find the desired solution. Practical application of the BST was

discussed. It was found that after a start-up period and with

reasonably accurate demand forecasts, the production system met the

requirements for the effective use of the BST.

After the two-stage problem an extension to N stages in series

was presented. In the final extension, the production system formed

a general, directed, acyclic network. With few basic changes, the

assumptions, lemmas, and theorems remained the same for each of the

extensions.
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The next logical avenue of exploration is the case in which

p. - p. for jl e C(j) and all j. This moves the production bottle-

neck to the last stage. This problem is considered in the next

chapter.



CHAPTER 3

A POSTERIOR BOTTLENECK PROBLEM

3 . 1 Introductio n

In Chapter 2 the frontal bottleneck problem was discussed. The

cause of the frontal bottleneck was that the production rate for each

product was a nondecreasing function of its level within the network

of stages. As a result of the production rate at least one supplier

job exists in each supplier stage for every job in a given stage. Such

a property along with properties on the inventory carrying cost and the

number of machines in successive stages allowed the development of a

single-pass algorithm for an optimal solution.

In this chapter the case in which the production rate for each

product is a nonincreasing function of its level within the network of

stages is dealt with. This causes the existence of no more than one

supplier job in each supplier stage for every job in a given stage. In

fact, some jobs may have no supplier jobs at all and may depend upon

receiving their input from the supplier job of some other job in their

stage. This creates a potential production bottleneck in the final

stages of production.

In this chapter it is shown that under certain conditions this

problem can be reformulated as a single-stage, multi-machine, multi-

product scheduling problem in which there are precedence constraints

among some of the jobs. Each job will have linear deferral costs and

an availability time which may differ from job to job.

63
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It may appear that this is a relatively easy problem to solve.

However, Lenstra [30] has shown that the problem is NP-complete. This

caused Elmaghraby and Sarin [13] to examine the bounds on a heuristic

for a relaxed version of the problem.

Other papers deal with further relaxations of the problem in

which each job has the same availability time and there is a single

machine. Horn [23] solves the problem in which the precedences are

sets of arborescences (forests). Adolphson and Hu [1] solve the problem

for an arborescence in worst case time 0(n log n) and shorten Horn's proof.

Lawler [29] solves the problem in which the precedences involve parallel

series of jobs and realizes a worst case time of 0(n log n). Sidney [37]

develops an algorithm which decomposes and solves general, acyclic

networks of jobs.

Hodgson and Loveland [21,22] address a multi-machine problem which

has similar structure but minimizes the completion time of the latest

job. Bartholdi, Martin-Vega, and Rati iff [2] survey parallel processor

scheduling problems.

3 . 2 Formulatio n

In this section the posterior bottleneck case of the multi-stage,

multi-machine, multi-product scheduling problem is formulated. The

conditions under which the problem can be reformulated as a single-stage

problem are developed. Since even the single-stage problem is difficult,

there is a discussion of solutions to relaxed versions of the problem

in preparation for the heuristics of Chapter 4.

Consider a multi-stage, multi-machine, multi-product scheduling

problem in which all the stages in the whole production system must fo

an assembly network. An example of such a system is in Figure 3.1A.

mi
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Figure 3.1A. General product system.

Figure 3. IB. Stage diagram for first product.

Figure 3.1C. Stage diagram for second product,
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Each node is a production stage and is in one of L production levels.

A product does not have to go through each stage. In this example there

are two products. The first product only uses the stages shown in

Figure 3. IB; the second product uses the nodes in Figure 3.1C.

The notation and terminology are the same as those of Chapter 2.

The mathematical programming formulation is

M N H

Max I I I tb^ x^ (3.1)
i=l j = l t=l

1 ut

P3.1

s.t.

M

I x
i t

~ N-
> J = 1, ..., N and t = 1, ..., H (3.2)

i=l '
L J

P
i j, <k - Pf % *

j

!, k
* -lj(O) + ^ ij

. (3-3)

i = 1, ..., M, t = 1, ..., H,

jl a consumer stage of stage j,

and j not in level L.

p
i

x
i,l

" M ^ ' i = 1, ..., M, jl a consumer stage (3.4]

of stage j, and j not in level 1.

i = 1, ..., M, t = 1, ..., H,

and j in level L.

x. . -
, integer.

;Note: x
3
.

H+1
= and p

3
. = for i i G(j)
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As in Chapter 2, the objective function (3.1) is the nonconstant

portion of the inventory carrying cost. Since the cost is nondecreasing

over time, the jobs are forced to be scheduled as late as possible.

Constraint (3.2) ensures that no more jobs are scheduled in a period

than there are machines for that stage. The purpose of constraint (3.3)

is to force the production of the first t periods of stage j to be great

enough to supply that part of the input requirements of the first t+1

periods of stage jl production which is not supplied by stage j initial

inventory. The same constraint causes the desired level of final

inventory for stage j to be reached. Constraint (3.4) shows that pro-

duction in the first period of stage jl is limited by the initial

inventory of stage j. The effect of constraint (3.5) is the same as

that of constraint (3.3), except that the demand for finished goods is

satisfied instead of the input requirements of a consumer stage.

Consider problem P3.1 when

p. * p^ for jl a consumer stage of j.

Under these circumstances an (i,j) job produces at least as many units

as an (i,jl) job requires. Assumption 2.2 of Chapter 2 no longer is

satisfied. Each (i,jl) job has no more than one supplier job in stage j.

The production bottleneck is in the final stages. As a result, the

analysis of Chapter 2 does not apply here.

For two stages in series, if the supplier stage has as many

machines as the consumer stage, the supplier jobs are able to be

scheduled at their relative deadlines. Figure 3.2 shows two such stages,

each of which has two machines. The product 2 job in period 2

of stage 1 supplies the input for both product 2 jobs in stage 2.
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Its consumer job is the product 2 job in period 3 of stage 2. Thus,

the stage 1 job has its relative deadline at period 2. Since each

stage 2 job has at most one supplier job in stage 1 and since stage 1

has at least as many machines as stage 2, every feasible schedule

can have the jobs of stage 1 at their relative deadlines. In particular,

the optimal solution has the jobs of stage 1 at their relative dead-

lines. The position of the consumer job completely determines that of

its supplier.

It is easily seen that for a set of stages in series, in which the

number of machines in a stage is at least as great as the number in its

consumer stage, the positions of the jobs in the final stage of an optimal

solution completely determine the positions of the jobs in all the earlier

stages. This leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1 : If p-j - p
J

.

]

and N. - N^ for jeS(jl) and the stages of the

production system form an assembly network, the positions of the

jobs in the final stage of the optimal solution of problem P3.1

completely determine the optimal positions of the jobs in the

earlier stages.

Proof : By the above argument, the last stage of the optimal schedule

determines the optimal position of all the jobs in any path (i.e., series

of stages) through the network. Since each stage in a given level of

the assembly network is independent of every other stage in that level,

the terminal stage of the optimal schedule determines the optimal

position (one period earlier than their consumer jobs) of all the jobs

in every path through the network.

Q.E.D.
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By Theorem 3.1 optimally solving this multi-stage problem is

equivalent to finding the schedule of the stage in level L of its

optimal solution. In every optimal solution each job attempts to be at

its deadline. Since there are always enough machines in the supplier

stages for that purpose, each optimal solution to the problem has the

jobs in stages of level less than L at their relative deadlines. Because

of this, all the supplier jobs and consumer jobs of every job can be

designated before any solution procedure starts.

All of this requires, without loss of generality, an ordering among

the jobs of each product in the last stage (level L). The ordering does

not change the optimal schedule. It merely numbers the jobs ahead of

time and ensures that they are in order in all, including the optimal,

schedules. The effect of the ordering, for some stage j in level L, is

to ensure that the first (i,j) job can be scheduled no later than the

second (i,j) job, etc. An example of this appears in Figure 3.3A.

Figure 3.3A shows a production system consisting of three stages

in series, each having one machine. There is a single product which

uses all three stages. Figure 3.3A is a Gantt chart in which the numbers

are job numbers for that stage of the single product. The production rates,

as shown in Figure 3.3A, are such that the stage 2 jobs in periods

2 and 3 are supplier jobs of jobs 1 and 2, respectively, in stage 3.

The job in stage 1 is a supplier of job 1 in stage 2. Actually,

job 1 in stage 1 supplies the input to both jobs 1 and 2 in stage 2.

Thus, it must be scheduled earlier than the earlier of those two jobs

in stage 2. A precedence constraint would require job 1 to be

performed no later than job 2 in stage 3. If, in addition to the
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precedence, the relative deadlines of the jobs are observed, the jobs

in each stage will be ordered by their job numbers.

If the above ordering is kept, a job in some level k(<L) is in

period t if and only if its consumer job is in period t+1 . Thus,

moving a job in a stage in level L causes all of its supplier jobs to

move with it by the same number of periods. It is reasonable, there-

fore, to add the cost of the level k job to that of its consumer job

and remove the level k job from the problem. If this is done for all

level k jobs and for all levels k(<L), starting at the first level,

this multi-stage problem becomes a single-stage problem which has

precedence relationships among the jobs of the same product. Figure 3.3B

demonstrates the reduction of the problem of Figure 3.3A from three

stages to a single stage problem having cumulative costs and a precedence

constraint between jobs 1 and 2.

The following theorem formally states the conditions for this stage

reduction.

Theorem 3.2 : If (a) p:j
-

p^

1

and N. - N- for jeS(jl), (b) the production

system is an assembly network, (c) the production stages of each

product are connected by arcs, (d) and a series ordering is placed

on the jobs of the same product within the terminal stage, then

problem P3.1 can be reformulated as a single-stage problem which

has precedence constraints among the jobs of the same product.

Proof : The proof was established in the preceding discussion.

Q.E.D.

In this new single-stage problem the jobs are distinguishable because

of the precedence constraints. As a result, the demand and the time at

which it occurs can be translated into due dates for the individual jobs.
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In order to conform with similar problems in the literature, the

time frame of the single-stage problem will be reversed. This translates

the problem into one of minimization, thus forcing the jobs as early

as possible. The due dates become availability times.

The notation for the new problem has c. . as the combined cost

coefficient of suppliers for the k job of product i. The constant

M. is the number of jobs of product i. Also, M, H, and N are the number

of products, the horizon, and the number of machines, respectively. The

term a, . is the availability time of the k job of product i. The

decision variable x. , . is 1 if the k job of product i is scheduled

in period t and is otherwise. The new problem has the following

mathematical programming formulation for the terminal stage:

i=l k=l t=a.

tc
i,k

x
i,k,t

i,k

3.6!

P3.2

s.t.

H

t=a.
'i,k,t

1, i = 1, ..., M and k = 1, ..., M.

i,k

(3.7)

M
N

i

I } x - N, t = 1, ..., H

i=l k=l
1,K ' r

M,k,t I t

X
i,k+l,i

0, i = 1, ..., M, k=l, , M.-l,
i

(3.8)

(3.9)

and t = a .
,

, . . . , H
i ,k

x
i,k,t

=
° or ] -

[Note: x
i?k5t

= for to.^.
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The objective function of P3.2, represented by (3.6), is a

linearly increasing function over time and, thus, forces the jobs to

be scheduled as early as possible. Constraint (3.7) ensures that each

job is scheduled exactly once and in its interval of availability.

Constraint (3.8) limits the number of jobs in a period to the number

of available machines. Constraint (3.9) is a precedence constraint

which maintains the ordering relationship among the jobs of the same

product.

As is pointed out in the literature review, Lenstra shows this

problem is NP-complete. Therefore, an attempt to find a way to solve

it efficiently would appear fruitless. A more promising approach seems

to be to find a good heuristic. A place to look is at optimal solution

methods for relaxed versions of P3.2.

Clearly, P3.2 without the constraints (3.9) is the well known

transportation problem. It is easily and efficiently solved. However,

because the cost coefficients may fluctuate so greatly from job to job,

it is doubtful that a network solution would show much resemblance to

an optimal solution to P3.2.

If the number of machines, N, is dropped to one and the availability

times become zero, the problem is well solved. Sidney has the most

generally applicable method for optimally solving the single-machine

problem. His method is the basis for one of the heuristics of the next

chapter.

3 . 3 Conclusion

Another case, the posterior bottleneck, of the multi-stage, multi-

machine, multi-product scheduling problem was examined in this chapter.
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The bottleneck exists when the production rate for any given product is

a nonincreasing function of the level of the stage to which it applies

(p^ -
p:j for jeS(jl)). Unlike Chapter 2, no restrictions were placed

on the cost coefficients of the jobs. The production system was an

assembly network of stages.

It was explained that numbering the jobs of each product of the

terminal stage and requiring the jobs to be scheduled in order does not

cause a loss in the generality of the solution. It merely allows the

identification of a job's supplier and consumer jobs before the solution

procedure begins. As a result, it was shown that, with the proper lower

bound on the number of machines in the stages outside level L, the

problem can be reformulated as a single-stage problem having serial

precedence constraints among the jobs of the same product.

Solution approaches for the problem and its relaxed versions were

discussed at the end of the second section and in the literature review

of the first section of the chapter. It was decided that since the

problem is NP complete, heuristics, one of which will be based upon

Sidney's algorithm for the single-machine relaxation of the problem,

will be developed to solve the problem. The two heuristics of the next

chapter include an efficient method for the multiple interchange of

jobs in a feasible schedule. An enumeration algorithm is developed which

takes advantage of many properties of the problem to improve its

efficiency. The enumeration algorithm is used to test the accuracy of

the heuristics.

The results of 200 randomly generated problems are presented in the

latter part of the chapter. Statistics are developed to measure the

efficiency and accuracy of the heuristics.



CHAPTER 4

HEURISTICS AND TESTING

4 . 1 I ntroduction and Formulation

Consider the problem of scheduling M products on N identical

machines over a horizon of length H. Each product i has M. unit-duration

jobs. Each job k of product i has a deferral cost of c . units per

period. In addition, each job k has an availability time a. .. Within

the products the jobs are ordered by serial precedence constraints

(job number). For product i, job k can be scheduled no later than

job k+1. Let x. . . be the 0-1 decision variable which is 1 if job k

of product i is scheduled in period t and otherwise.

The objective of the problem is to schedule all the jobs within the

horizon while maintaining the precedence constraints and minimizing the

deferral cost. The mathematical programming formulation of the

problem is

M M. H

min I V I tc
i k

x.
.

t (4.1)
1=1 k=l t=a. ,

1,K 1,K,t

i ,k

s.t.

M

P4.1 I x. .
= 1, i = 1, ..., M and k = 1, ..., M. (4.2)

t=a
i ' k ' t

1 a
i,k

1

M M.

I V x - N, t = 1, ..., H [4.3'

i=l k=l

H

. i ,k+l ,r

and t = a. , , ..., H (4.4)

(

i,k,t
* I x

i,k + l,r" 0. 1
s

1. .- MS k = 1, ..., M-l;
r=t '

'i,k'
•
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X
i,k,t

= Oor K

(Note: x. , = for t < a. . .)

The problem P4.1 without constraint (4.4) can be solved as a network

flow problem. Thus, problem P4.1 can be viewed as a network problem

having additional complicating constraints. Problem P4.1 has been shown

to be NP-complete. For that reason another approach must be taken to

the solution of the problem.

The following sections are used to develop and test two heuristics

augmented by a multiple interchange method. An enumeration algorithm

is developed to test the accuracy of the heuristics. This and the

heuristics are combined as subroutines into a Fortran program for the

purpose of testing on randomly generated problems. The final section

describes the testing and results.

4 . 2 The Heuristics

Since the problem P4.1 is a very difficult problem to solve, two

heuristics, SCHED1 and SCHED2, have been developed and programmed in

Fortran IV. To augment the heuristics, a method of performing multiple

interchanges on the jobs in a schedule has also been programmed. The

method is applied to the solution found by each heuristic in an attempt

to improve it. This section describes the heuristics and the multiple

interchange method applied to them.

Define a feas ible substr ing of a job string to be a substring which

contains the first job on that job string and consecutive jobs which are

available to successive machines. Use Figure 4.1 as an example and

let there be two machines in each period. Also, let the next available

machine be the first machine in period 1. There are three feasible
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Figure 4.1. Availability times and precedences for a two product
problem.
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substrings of the first job string. Job 1 is a feasible substring because

it is available to that first machine in the first period. Jobs 1 and 2

form a feasible substring because job 2 is available for the second

machine of period 1 while machine 1 does job 1. Jobs 1, 2, and 3

form a feasible substring. Since jobs 1 and 2 can occupy the two machines

in period 1, the first machine in period 2 becomes the next available

machine. Job 3 is available for it. For similar reasons, other feasible

substrings are job 4; jobs 4 and 5; and jobs 4, 5, and 6. Jobs 4 through

7 do not comprise a feasible substring. After jobs 4 through 6 are

assigned to the machines of period 1 and the first machine of period 2,

the second machine of period 2 becomes the next available machine. Job 7

is not available for that machine and cannot be included in the substring.

If, however, the jobs in Figure 4.1 had machine 2 of period 1 as the next

available machine, machine 1 of period 3 would be the next available

machine after scheduling jobs 4 through 6. Job 7 is available for that

machine. Thus, jobs 4 through 7 would comprise a feasible substring.

The first heuristic (called SCHED1 ) is based on a measure of the

potential penalty of not scheduling a given job on the first available

machine. The calculation is made for the first job, if available, of

every job string. Considering the job for scheduling on the second

available machine, not the first available machine, the longest feasible

substring of that job string is determined. Analysis is performed as if

the substring were to be scheduled next, starting on the second available

machine. The jobs of interest are those which fall on the first machine

in a period. Either their availability time is that period or they

would be scheduled in the preceding period, if the string's first job

were scheduled on the first available machine. If that job on the first
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machine of the period is at its availability time, neither it nor its

successor jobs are considered in this analysis. If, however, it is

not at its availability time, the job has been forced one period later

by scheduling the string's first job on the second available machine.

This job and all like it would cause the penalty incurred by not

scheduling the string's first job on the first available machine. Thus,

the penalty cost on the first job of the string is defined as the sum

of the deferral costs of all such jobs which would be forced a period

later if the string's first job is scheduled on the second available

machine.

The analysis is done for e^jery job string. The available first job

having the greatest penalty is actually scheduled on the first available

machine and removed from its job string. The analysis is then repeated

with the new first available machine for all the job strings until all

jobs have been scheduled.

The second heuristic (called SCHED2) is an adaptation of Sidney's

algorithm [37] for the one-machine problem in which all jobs have the

same availability time. Each product is represented by a string of jobs

in series. Their order on the string defines the precedences between

them.

As an example, consider the strings in Figure 4.1. Each node is a

job. Jobs 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 become available in period 1. Job 1 has

precedence over job 2 which means job 2 can be scheduled no earlier than

job 1. Each job string corresponds to a product. Thus, jobs 1, 2, and

3 produce one product and jobs 4 through 7 produce another.

SCHED2 generates all the feasible substrings for a given next

available machine. For each such substring the ratio of the cumulative
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deferral costs to the number of member jobs is determined. The

feasible substring having the largest ratio is the candidate for

scheduling. If there is a tie between substrings of the same string,

the first substring calculated is used. In order to conform with Sidney's

tie breaking rule, all ties should go to the shortest substring.

After the final candidate substring has been selected, its jobs

are scheduled on the earliest available machines. This creates a new

next available machine. The jobs which have just been scheduled are

deleted from their job string. New feasible substring and ratio cal-

culations are then made to determine the next substring to be scheduled.

If no feasible substrings exist but some jobs remain to be scheduled,

the first machine in the next period becomes the next available machine.

This method is repeated until all the jobs have been scheduled.

4 . 3 A Multiple Interchange Method

After a schedule has been completed by SCHED1 or SCHED2, it may be

beneficial to try to improve the solution by interchanging two or more

jobs. In the present case, two-job, three-job, and four-job interchanges

are used. What follows is a discussion of the mechanics of applying

this concept to the problem at hand.

A two-way interchange of jobs kl and k2 in a schedule would replace

kl on its machine with job k2 and place job kl on the machine formerly

occupied by k2. An example of a two-way interchange is presented in

Figure 4.2B in which jobs 1 and 2 are interchanged. A three-way inter-

change involves three jobs switching places in a schedule, as in

Figure 4.2A.
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Figure 4.2A. Standard 3-way interchange
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Figure 4.2B. Standard 3-way interchange--first step
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Multiple interchanges of jobs are used to improve the heuristic

solutions. For experimentation, the interchange method accommodates

two, three, and four-way interchanges.

The interchange method has the following form for a k-way inter-

change:

Step 1 . Set i = 2 and make all i-way interchanges of jobs which

improve the solution.

Step 2 . If i < k, set i = i+1. Otherwise, stop.

Step 3. If an i-way interchange which would improve the solution

exists, make it and go to Step 1. Otherwise, go to

Step 2.

By the time the interchange method has been completed, there are

no two-way through k-way interchange improvements to be made in the final

solution.

The form of a two-way interchange needs no further explanation.

The standard three-way interchange is demonstrated in Figure 4.2A. Job 1

replaces job 3 in period t+t2. Job 3 replaces job 2 in period t+tl which,

in turn, replaces job 1 in period t. The only other three-way inter-

change (a mirror image) occurs when job 1 replaces job 2 in period t+tl;

job 2 replaces job 3 in period t+t2; and job 3 replaces job 1 in period t.

The standard three-way interchange generates four cases which improve

the solution. Only a subset of those cases needs to be considered, as

is shown later. Of those four cases, three can be decomposed into

two-way interchanges which improve the solution at least as much. Thus,

only one case requires an actual three-way interchange be performed to

accomplish its goals. (As will be seen in later discussion, this can

result in computational savings.)



Case 1 involves either a precedence constraint between jobs 2

and 3 or a higher cost c
i

. for job 2 than job 3. In this case both

jobs 2 and 3 have higher costs c. , than job 1. Therefore, the inter-
1 j K

change can be decomposed into the two-way interchange of Figure 4.2B,

followed by that of Figure 4.2C. Both two-way interchanges improve

the solution.

Case 2 involves no precedence constraint between jobs 2 and 3 and

a higher cost for job 3 than job 2. Since job 3 also has a higher cost

than job 1, the two-way interchange of Figure 4. 2D would be more

advantageous and would save the inevitable interchange of jobs 2 and 3.

Case 3 involves a cost for job 3 no greater than that of job 1.

In this case, the two-way interchange of Figure 4.2B accomplishes the

improvement and saves a possible interchange of jobs 1 and 3.

Case 4 is the genuine three-way interchange of Figure 4.2A. It

requires a precedence constraint between jobs 2 and 3 and a cost no

higher for job 2 than job 1. It is this case and its mirror image

which the three-way interchange routine is programmed to detect.

Where there are only two standard three-way interchanges (including

mirror images), the four-way interchange has five standard forms

(including mirror images). Two of those and part of a third are,

unconditionally, sets of pairwise interchanges. Other parts of that

third form are a combination of a three-way and two-way interchange.

The result is that instead of programming five different searches, only

two full searches and a subset of a third are necessary. It appears

that these forms have the smallest number of potential interchanges.

The result of all this is that the computational expense which is

expected in combinatoric problems having this complexity can be
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Figure 4. 2D. Standard 2-way interchange
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alleviated for these multiple interchange problems. With some insight

into the problem being solved and some analysis of the component parts

of the interchanges, the more complex interchanges can be decomposed into

lower order, profitable interchanges which are more easily detected and

performed.

Two heuristics and a multiple interchange method are described in

these sections. They are used to solve problem P4.1, which has the form

of a network problem with additional complicating constraints.

The following sections will cover an enumeration algorithm which

takes advantage of some useful properties of the problem and testing

of the heuristics. The enumeration algorithm is used in the testing

in order to compare the heuristics against optimal ity.

4 . 4 The Enumeration Algorithm

An enumeration routine is needed to test the accuracy and effi-

ciency of the heuristics. In order to make testing of a large number

of problems feasible, the enumeration algorithm must be as efficient

as possible.

The enumeration algorithm is developed in this section after the

presentation of some properties of the problem which are useful in

paring down the search tree. Separability and a relaxed version of the

problem which acts as a lower bound are presented first.

The precedence constraints used in the problem are of a looser

form than are normally seen. Rather than constraining job 2 to being

done after job 1 , they cause job 2 to be done no earlier than job 1

.

These looser precedences lead to a very useful property.
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Property 4.1: A machine is empty in the heuristic solution iff it is

empty in the optimal solution.

Proof: The proof is by contradiction. It will be sufficient to look

at the earliest instance in which empty machines in the heuristic and

optimal solution do not coincide. Clearly, if no such earliest instance

occurs, the proof is complete. As a matter of terminology, for job 1

and 2 scheduled in the same period, job 1 is earlier than job 2 if it

is on a lower numbered machine.

Assume that the optimal solution has the earliest unmatched empty

machine. There must exist a job in the heuristic schedule which is no

later than the empty machine but is later than that machine in the

optimal schedule. Thus, its availability time and those of its prede-

cessors ^re no later than the period of the optimal solution's empty

machine. Consider the job's earliest predecessor which is scheduled

later than the empty machine in the optimal solution. This job could

be feasibly shifted into the empty machine resulting in an improvement of

the objective function. This contradicts the optimality of the solution,

and shows that the optimal solution will not have the earliest unmatched

empty machine.

Assume that the heuristic solution has the earliest unmatched empty

machine. By the very nature of the heuristic (either SCHED1 or SCHED2),

that machine would be full unless each job scheduled later than it is

not available until after that period. However, there must exist a job

in the optimal solution which is no later than the empty machine but is

later than that machine in the heuristic schedule. Thus, this job must

be available by the period of the empty machine. This contradicts this

solution being a product of the heuristic. Thus, the heuristic solution

will not have the earliest unmatched empty machine.



There can be no earliest unmatched empty machine.

Q.E.D.

Clearly, empty machines in the optimal solution delineate prob-

lem sections which could be solved independently. The problem is

separable. Property 4.1 shows that these empty machines and separable

sections can be identified by the heuristics.

A separable section of the single-stage problem considered here

has a property which results from the precedence constraints. No job

can be scheduled on the first machine in its predecessor's availability

time period. This property would be redundant as a constraint. However,

consider it as a constraint, which creates a revised problem.

Clearly, the revised problem has the same optimal solution set as

the original problem. Thus, relaxing the precedence constraints but

maintaining the new constraint supplies a lower bound on the original

problem. To break ties, jobs with equal deferral costs are scheduled

by increasing job number. A desired characteristic of a lower bound is

that it also supplies a lower bound on the completion of any partial

optimal schedule.

In solving this relaxed, revised problem, the machines within a

time period are scheduled in the order of their increasing number.

The effect is that in period t the job on machine i has a deferral

cost no less than that of the job on machine i+1 , unless it violates

the new constraint of the revised problem.

Property 4.2 : For any partially completed optimal schedule, the optimal

solution to the relaxed, revised problem provides a lower bound

on the value of the final portion of the optimal schedule.
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Proof: In this proof an arbitrary machine and period will be chosen

in the optimal schedule. This machine will be considered the last

scheduled machine in the partially completed optimal schedule. In the

next step another schedule, based on the precedence constraint relaxation,

is developed. This second schedule consists of an optimal solution to

the relaxation of the partially completed optimal schedule and an optimal

solution to the relaxation of the remainder of the optimal schedule. By

a series of pairwise interchanges, the second schedule will be converted

to a schedule containing all jobs in the same sections as those in the

optimal solution to the relaxed, revised problem. It will be shown that

the portion of the optimal relaxed, revised solution which succeeds the

arbitrary machine chosen above provides a lower bound to the value of the

corresponding portion of the optimal schedule.

Consider an optimal schedule S to the problem. Next, arbitrarily

choose machine k in period t. Consider the jobs in the first t-1 periods

and the first k machines of period t of S and call that schedule S, . The

remainder of schedule S is called schedule S 2< Solve S
]

and S
2

as relaxed,

revised problems having optimal schedules S . and S
?

, respectively.

Clearly, S^ and S
r2

are lower bounds for S, and Sp, respectively.

Let S
r

be an optimal schedule for the relaxed, revised problem

corresponding to the whole schedule S. S*
}

and S*
2

are the two sections

of S
r
which cover the same periods and machines as S , and S „, respectively.

If S
pl

and S
pl

contain the same jobs, S
r]

= S^ and S
p2

= S*
2

.

A property of S
p

can be easily seen. Let ql be any job in S* and

let job q2 be any job in S
f
which is between ql and the first machine

available to ql. The property is that the deferral cost of ql is no

greater than that of q2. The same property holds if ql and q2 are both
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in S^ or S^. The same property, clearly, holds for S , and S „.

The next step is to convert S , and S „ into schedules having the same

jobs as S
rl

and S^, respectively. This is done by converting S -, into

S rT

Find the earliest machine in S -. which contains a job different

from the one in that machine in S , . Let that be machine kl in period

*
tl . Let job jl be in machine kl in S , and job j2 in S -,. Thus, ]'2

r I r I

is later than jl in S , or is in S 2> Clearly, the first machine

available to job jl is no later than machine kl in period tl . The same

is true for job j2. Since j2 is earlier than jl in S , j2 has a deferral

cost no less than that of jl.

If job j2 is in S , , then all the jobs, including jl, between it and

job jl have at least as high a deferral cost as job j2. Thus, jl and j2

have the same deferral cost. They can be interchanged in S -, forming
rl

3

S , with no change in objective value. S n becomes s'

If instead, job j2 is in S , let it be in machine k2 in period t2.

Move job j2 forward into machine kl in period tl . Since the cost of j2

is no less than that of jl, no job in S , which is later than jl and is

available at machine kl in tl is more costly than j2. Move job jl later in

S
r

-j
until it reaches a job less costly than it. Replace that job with jl

and, in turn, move it later in S
-|

until a cheaper job is found. Continue

this string of exchanges until the moving job moves later than machine k

in period t (into S
r2

). Call this job jn. Since job jn is less expensive

than j2, move job jn into machine k2 in period t2. The net result in S
r2

is that job jn replaces j2, causing a decrease in the value of S n . Make
r2

a pairwise interchange between job jn and the next later job available at

the time and machine of jn until a cheaper job is reached. No such

interchange increases the value of S „. The new schedules created from
r2
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S
pl

and S
p2

are S
pl

and S
r2

, respectively. sj
2

is a lower bound on S
p2

and, thus, on S2> S^ and S
p2

also have the property that no job

between job j and its first available machine is less costly than job j.

Repeated use of the preceding switching method, startinq with S
1

1

rl

and S
r2

in place of S
pl

and S
r2

, will result in a pair of schedules

SH and S
r2

in which S
p1

and s"
2

have the same jobs as S^ and S*
2

,

respectively. s"
2

will be a lower bound for S
r2

and, therefore, for

S
2

. By its optimal ity, S
r2

is a lower bound for s" and, therefore,

for S
2

. This proves the property.

Q.E.D.

As a result of Property 4.2, a procedure which solves the relaxed,

revised version of the schedule (called LOWBND) has the desired

characteristics of a lower bound for an enumeration algorithm.

Useful properties of the problem have been presented and incor-

porated into a lower bounding technique. The special form of the

precedence constraints, the problem separability, and LOWBND will be

used extensively in the enumeration algorithm. Other important

properties will be developed for the algorithm.

Consider the tree in Figure 4.3. It corresponds to the search

tree of the enumeration algorithm for three products. At each stage in

the algorithm (or level in the tree) there is a choice to be made between

three alternatives. The choice is which product to schedule next. After

that choice the first available job of that product is scheduled on the

machine which corresponds to this level of the tree. The machines

correspond to levels in order of increasing period number and increasing

machine number within the period.
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In the enumeration algorithm (called TREE), if the search is in

a given node in a given level, the search will not move to another

node in that level until all the nodes connected to the present node

and below it in the search tree have been evaluated. Consider, again,

Figure 4.3. Each node can be identified by a series of letters determined

by its position and those of its ancestors in their respective levels in

the search tree. The first node in level 1 is A. The second node in

level 2 is AB, and the sixth node in level 3 is ABC. As an example of

how the algorithm TREE works, if the search is in node B in level!, it

has already finished with node A and has not started node C. It will not

start node C until nodes BAA, BAB, BAC, BBA, BBB, BBC, BCA, BCB, and BCC

(corresponding to complete schedules) have, in effect, been evaluated.

Upper and lower bounds may pare down the tree or there may not be enough

jobs in a product to justify lower level nodes, but that still has the

effect of evaluating these nodes and not finding a better solution.

The enumeration algorithm TREE uses the separability presented in

Property 4.1 to increase its efficiency. Each separable section is solved

as an individual problem. All future discussion of the workings of TREE

assumes it is dealing with a separable section.

Each of the separable sections is solved for its lower bound by

the LOWBND subroutine. Property 4.2 shows that this lower bound supplies

a lower bound for any partial schedule found by TREE.

Another property of the problem is used to eliminate the permutations

of jobs within a period in the optimal solution. The immediate successor,

if any exists, of job i is job 1+1. Jobs from product p+1 , if any, have

a higher number than jobs from product p. Thus, there exists an

optimal solution which has jobs in each period arranged on the machines
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according to increasing job number. To take advantage of this property

and eliminate the permutations of the jobs in each period, the enumeration

algorithm only considers for machine j+1 in period t a job with a higher

number than that of the job on machine j.

Consider the situation in which each period has two machines and

Figure 4.3 is the search tree for only the first three levels. Levels

1 and 2 correspond to the machines in period 1. Level 3 is the first

machine in period 2. Elimination of permutations of jobs within periods

has the effect of changing Figure 4.3 into Figure 4.4.

In another attempt to pare down the tree in the enumeration search,

pseudoprecedence constraints between jobs of different products are

developed. In addition to its deferral cost, job i has a pseudocost .

This cost equals the deferral cost of the "cheapest" job from among a set

of jobs. The set of jobs contains only job i and those of its predecessors

which fall into the same separable section as job i. Let jobs il and i2

be in the same separable section but from different products. Job il is

a pseudopredecessor of job i 2 if the pseudocost of job il is greater than

the deferral cost of job i2, less than that of the immediate predecessor

of job i2, and no less than the deferral cost of any successor of job i2

in the same separable section. If job il has all the other qualifications

but has a pseudocost equal to the deferral cost of job i2, it is the

pseudopredecessor of job i2, unless job i2 qualifies to be the pseudo-

predecessor of job il. In this latter case where both job il and job i2

qualify to be the pseudopredecessor, the job having the lower product

number becomes the pseudopredecessor.

Consider job i2 scheduled in period t. If job il is scheduled

later than t but is available in t, it is a violation of the
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pseudoprecedence constraint. These contraints are maintained by the

enumeration algorithm. It is easily shown, by a pairwise interchange

proof, that there exists an optimal schedule in which the pseudo-

precedence constraints are not violated.

Suppose the enumeration algorithm has just found a complete

schedule. In addition, suppose that this complete schedule differs

from the optimal schedule by the interchange of job il in period 1

and job i*2 in period 2. At the point in the search at which job il has

just been put in its optimal place and all the earlier levels agree

with the optimal schedule, the search still has to work its way down to

the bottom of the tree to complete the optimal schedule, even though

the optimal assignment of the remaining jobs exists in the corresponding

levels of that best complete solution found to date.

A property of the search technique used in this algorithm can be

used to pare down the search tree. A complete schedule is not considered

to have been found unless it is at least as good as the best previous

schedule. It then becomes the new best previous schedule.

Property 4.3: Consider the situation in which a complete schedule has

already been found by the algorithm and the present partial

schedule, complete through exactly k levels, has the same jobs as

the best previous schedule in its first k levels (though, not

necessarily in the same order). For a scheduling horizon of K

levels, the jobs in the last K-k levels of the best previous

schedule are scheduled optimally within those levels and would

optimally complete the present partial schedule.

Proof: Call level 1 the highest level in the search tree. In the

search method of this algorithm, the job in level k is not changed
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after finding the best previous schedule until all feasible orderings

of the jobs in the lower levels have been tried. If any of those

orderings were an improvement, it would result in an update of the

best previous schedule. Thus, when the algorithm is about to change

the job scheduled in level k, it has tested all the orderings of the

jobs in the last K-k levels. The ordering in the last K-k levels of

the best previous schedule must be optimal. If the algorithm comes to

a situation in which the first k levels have the same jobs in both the

present partial schedule and the best previous schedule, the candidates

for the last K-k levels are those jobs in the last K-k levels of the best

previous schedule. Since these are optimally ordered, they will optimally

complete the present partial schedule.

Q.E.D.

This leads to a more powerful property. Let there be exactly k

levels in the first t periods.

Property 4.4: Consider a present partial schedule which is completed

only as far as level kl . If this schedule contains all the jobs

from the first t periods and j jobs from period t+1 of the best

previous schedule (where kl = k+j) and if at least one job from

period t is now in t+1, the present partial schedule can be

completed optimally by scheduling the remaining jobs in the same

periods which they occupy in the best previous schedule.

Proo f: In order for a job to have moved from the first t periods of the

best previous schedule to period t+1 of the present partial schedule, the

algorithm must have backed up to at least level k before moving down the

tree to fill the first j levels of period t+1 in the present partial

schedule. Thus, by Property 4.3, the jobs in the last K-k levels of the
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best previous schedule are scheduled optimally within those levels.

Since the j jobs from level t+1 of the best previous schedule are from

the same period, there exists a permutation of the best previous

schedule, also optimal in the last K-k levels, in which those j jobs

are in the first j levels of period t+1. The permutation has its last

K-kl jobs scheduled optimally within those levels. The present partial

schedule has the same jobs in the first kl levels as the permutation.

By Property 4.3, the present partial schedule could be completed optimally

by scheduling the remaining jobs in the same levels (thus, the same

periods) as in the permutation.

Q.E.D.

The enumeration subroutine TREE has been developed in this section

to take advantage of Property 4.3 and the other constraints, properties,

and techniques mentioned above to pare down significantly the search tree.

This paring makes practical the solution of a large number of randomly

generated problems in order to test the accuracy and efficiency of

the heuristics SCHED1 and SCHED2. The results are discussed in the

next section.

4 . 5 Tes ting an d Results

The previous sections have developed heuristic methods and the

tools for testing their efficiency and accuracy. This section

describes the testing procedure and the statistics used for evaluation.

The results appear in tables. Those results of greatest interest have

been expressed in graphs to demonstrate the effect of different levels

of multiple interchanges.

To evaluate the accuracy of the heuristics a standard problem was

developed to act as a basis for randomly generated test problems.
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Five products were designated. The total number of jobs was varied

as an input parameter. The number of jobs contributed by each product

was decided randomly for each product, as were the availability times

of each job. These times were in the interval from period 1 to 25.

The overall scheduling horizon was 50 periods.

By way of explanation of the statistics presented, consider the

example of three problems, A, B, and C. Let the values of their

heuristic solutions be Al , Bl , and CI, respectively. Their optimal

values are A2, B2, and C2. Suppose the heuristic only solves C

optimally; thus, CI = C2. The heuristic has solved 66.7% of the problems

nonoptimally.

The percent error for al l problems in the experiment is

Al + Bl + CI
x 100.

A2 + B2 + C2

The percent error for nonoptimal problems in the experiment is

Al + Bl

A2 + B2
x 100.

The average percent error for all problems is the error that can

be expected in using the heuristic. It is calculated as

Al_ BJ_ C]_

A2 B2 C2
x 100.

The average percent error for nonoptimal problems is the error

realized when the heuristic does not find an optimal solution. It is

calculated as

Al , Bl

A2 B2
1 x 100.

In one set of problems, four identical machines were allocated

to each period in the horizon. There were 115 randomly generated
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problems, each having 50 jobs to be scheduled. The figures in Table 4.1

summarize the results of these tests.

Table 4.1 is partitioned into three blocks. The first two blocks

represent the individual heuristics. The last block represents the

joint heuristic created by using the better of the individual heuristic

results from each problem. Within each block there are four columns. The

heading on each column indicates the highest level of interchange used to

augment the heuristic. For each level of interchange, all lower levels

have been used in conjunction with it. The graphs in Figures 4.5, 4.6,

and 4.7 illustrate some of the statistics from Table 4.1.

Table 4.2 is laid out the same as Table 4.1. It presents the same

information for the 93 randomly generated problems having two identical

machines allocated to each period.

With two exceptions all the measures of performance shown in Tables 4.1

and 4.2 improve as the level of interchange increases. One of the more

interesting statistics, the percent of problems solved optimally, shows

steady improvement (up to 98% optimal) with the level of interchange.

(This is easily seen in Figures 4.5 through 4.10.) As with most of the

statistics, this is especially true for the problems with more machines.

The rate of improvement falls off for the two-machine problems after the

pairwise interchange is implemented. This may be explained by SCHED2 with-

out interchanges being an optimal algorithm for the single-machine problem

having an availability time of zero for all jobs. The design of SCHED1

also seems to favor problems with a lower number of machines.

The first inconsistency in all this appears in the two percent-error-

for-the-nonoptimal-problems statistics for the two-machine problems. They

approach 1% for the four-machine problems compared to 9% for the two-machine
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10 ••
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Error

NONE 2 WAY 3 WAY

Level of Interchange

4 WAY

Figure 4.6. Graph of level of multiple interchange versus

percent error for all problems for 4 machines

and 50 jobs
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Figure 4.7. Graph of level of multiple interchange versus

average percent error for all problems for 4

machines and 50 jobs
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Level of Interchange
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Figure 4.8. Graph of level of multiple interchange versus

percent of problems solved optimally for 2

machines and 30 jobs
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Figure 4.9. Graph of level of multiple interchange versus
percent error for all problems for 2 machines
and 30 jobs
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Figure 4.10. Graph of level of multiple interchange versus

average percent error for all problems for 2

machines and 30 jobs
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problems. Using the two-way interchange, the joint efforts of the two

heuristics yielded six nonoptimal problems. They ranged in percent error

from 1.1 to 11.7. The three-way interchange caused the joint effort to

solve optimally all but one problem. Unfortunately, that problem had the

second worst percent error and did not improve. This caused an increase

in the percent error and average percent error statistics for nonoptimal

problems. The four-way interchange had no effect on the joint effort.

Similar situations caused the inconsistency in the percent error for non-

optimal problems for SCHED2 for two machines and in the average percent

error for nonoptimal problems for SCHED2 for four machines.

Complete time statistics are only available for the two-machine

problems. However, the apparent linear relationship between the two and

four-machine problems implies the same conclusions can be drawn for both

sets of problems. The running time appears to be a concave increasing

function of the level of interchange, as is the percent of problems

solved optimally (Figures 4.5, 4.8, and 4.11).

In this section it was explained how the problems were randomly

generated to test the accuracy and efficiency of the heuristics and the

multiple interchange methods which augment them. The statistics were

compiled by comparing the results from over 200 randomly generated problems

with the optimal solutions found by an enumeration routine. Tables 4.1

and 4.2 showed a steady increase in accuracy in the individual heu-

ristics—up to as much as 98« of the problems solved optimally—as the

level of interchange increased. The augmentation of the heuristics was

accomplished while maintaining execution time within three times that of

the unassisted heuristic in the worst case.
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Time
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Figure 4.11. Graph of joint heuristic execution time versus

level of interchange.
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4 . 6 Conclusions

The multi-machine, multi-product scheduling problem whose jobs

have serial precedence constraints among them and availability times

can be formulated as a transportation problem with complicating

constraints. Since this is such a difficult problem to solve, a pair

of heuristics were developed along with a multiple interchange method

to augment them. An enumeration routine checked their accuracy on over

200 randomly generated problems.

The key factor in the efficiency of the enumeration algorithm is

the number of levels in the search tree for a separable problem section.

The limit seems to be about 30 levels before the execution time explodes.

This limits the ability for testing problems larger than tested here.

The number of lines of Fortran code grows from 50 to 140 to 312

for the two-way, three-way, and four-way interchange routines,

respectively. In each routine approximately 25% of these are conditional

statements. While the execution time appears to be no worse than a

linearly increasing function of the level of interchange, the amount

of code appears to be a convex increasing function. This implies that

a design trade-off between code development and solution improvement

exists instead of an expected trade-off between execution time and

solution improvement. In the worst case, 50% of the nonoptimal problems

are solved optimally by increasing the level of interchange by one for

an individual heuristic. The use of multiple interchanges appears to

be a valuable addition to any heuristic for this problem.

This success of the joint use of the heuristics SCHED1 and SCHED2

indicates that it would be a good practice to use more than one
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heuristic on the problem. Combined with the multiple interchange

method, 98.5" of the problems were solved optimally.



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In this dissertation a multi-stage, multi -machine, multi-product

production scheduling problem was considered. First, it was formulated

as an integer program. From this initial problem two cases were inves-

tigated—a frontal production bottleneck and a posterior production

bottleneck. An algorithm which produces an optimal schedule was developed

for the first case. Two heuristics (and an effective multiple interchange

method to augment them) were developed for the other case.

The frontal production bottleneck is created by the production rate

for each product being a nondecreasing function of the level of the stage

within the production system (p^ - p^ for jeS(jl)). It was shown that

with reasonable conditions placed on the costs, the number of machines

per stage (an upper bound), and the accuracy of the short term demand

forecast and after a start-up period a single pass algorithm can be used

to solve the problem optimally. Counterexamples were provided to demon-

strate that the algorithm can give suboptimal solutions when any of these

conditions are not met.

Attempts were made, unsuccessfully, to determine bounds on the error

associated with the start-up period and damaging fluctuations in the

short term demand forecast. Since these bounds would be very valuable

in the use of the solution procedure, their further analysis is a

desirable subject for continuing and future research.

n:
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The restrictions on the number of machines per stage and on the costs

in the frontal bottleneck problem are another area for future study, which

might well focus on the development of methods different from the one

presented here.

The posterior bottleneck problem is caused by the production rate

for each product being a nonincreasing function of the level of the stage

within the production system (pJ - p^
1

for jeS(jl)). The only restriction

placed on the problem in this case is a lower bound on the number of

machines in each stage. It was shown that this multi-stage problem can

be reformulated as a single-stage scheduling problem in which the jobs have

availability times and are partially ordered by serial precedence constraints

among them. Two heuristics for the problem were presented. An efficient

multiple interchange method was developed, and when used to augment the

heuristics, resulted in a significant increase in the percentage of

problems solved optimally. Combining the two heuristics and using the

highest available level of interchange resulted in the optimal solution

of over 98% of the randomly generated test problems.

It appears that there exists a tradeoff point between developmental

cost and increased heuristic accuracy. It would be interesting to

determine that relationship, but in a more general scheduling context.

Investigating the effect of lowering or removing the lower bounds

on the number of machines in each stage of the posterior bottleneck

would be a difficult project since supplier jobs could not always

immediately precede their consumers. The problem could not be reformu-

lated as a single-stage problem.

As far as the original multi-stage problem is concerned, there are

many questions remaining to be answered for the cases in which the
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production rates are not as nicely behaved as in the cases discussed

here. What happens if one or more products experience a reversal in

the change of their production rates as their level in the production

system increases? Does the reversal make the problem too complex to

develop optimality conditions? Would a less complex network of stages

open the door for a new solution method?

These are a few of the avenues for future research. It has been

shown that the method of Chapter 2 does not extend to any of these cases

Therefore, they probably require a completely different approach.
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C* r^" TP£E

.......
^

C« -F'-AG - LOGICAL V-'P.IAPLC Kill'-!. V t-M FiM.SC;, PrtQvrNTS i-'aj-'CiT « ON 1

116
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RP PATR e CHAt.«G«: AND WAYA
f'LAGl = LOGtCA'. VARIABLE liHICH. k'HF-N ^ALSt'i PREVENTS £ XfiCUT Ifj>i

0? CMAHl.f: AM,) V'.rt
FLAG!? - LOGICAL VARIABLE WHICH. KHKU FALSE* rREVENTS t'Xi:C-»TION

Of" YiAIr ;

/!.. I MI"

•**• ,'-* ** *> < * *r tt ** 11 * * **** .#***<. + > * »*<•****** >; »* ; -t-t ****** < »< '. t***»i« *. . ^ t t

IKH.IC:)' INTEGER*'. (A--Z)
R*vAL Z.T ! I Mr'.ALl «] T . RU!i?>
LOCI'"- GrN.I'Rt.lT. U.JZ. ADfU.XN.FLAG.FLAGI , FLAG2
COMMOIJ Lf.NPI i C S'C i TLfj.NO J 10 3 i , ( i ?" «UD ( 2 ) , JPROO J ( 20 J., JPf-Til> ;: i :. C S .

* machi?ou>. j«acm< 2on i.wi'.fH <•>;•>;> i , Rjcjia&c > -b j one-; co ;.
* J03 i ia'^i, jonr-. e PCu ) ,.mv, uroo : . jo a-; ; nc- n

> t n.joix /»-v. )

.

* tCrtKOt ti » ;"!i; .;) ; , t i vf . kj oe.. nproo.hcost . copt , msc ht!j ,ti ms i .

* 1 TM : 2 . (>>> KiT
* < t ***•* -:• • i + : » * « * - <, * i- * * * 4- + * * '• »«'ti-(«*»<('":»r'-'ittKi'»i»»(.i.Ui''n< *

INPUT PP-rv,. t>- DATA /.Ml) PRINT ''JUT PROBLEM CHAP ACTEW 1 3 T I C5i <•

i ** v *. * * v-«- * < < '.*• ** * v * v 4' <• »< v* * * ** i/ * * •.• ** v t * * * * I * * -?- * » '- * -* % * ; ." * * .;• '.' i) 1 • « * » * * J i < r

call TSKr^.E-;
c-t'(.Di '.-.i ( NCARD
f-O' MAT O 3>

FOR 1 1 AT i'
• I ' )

CAMO---0
Kl-AD <5,!0I .'.'00. KPHOD. Tint:, IV, C. MSCHFO. PP.OaZ, PI

* SEEO. GE.N. PRINT i Fi.V, ADRIAN, FLAG. PL.T.'. !L/
PRC-BI -

format <fcio. a f- 1 r» o r. . mo. ?li >

WRITE (6»12> NJO£3, NRRtlD. TIM". MAC
FORMAT <///, THfc" KJVKF.n OF JOBS Ti-!AT APE SiCKSOULEO IS

* y/» ' TIT-: K'UI'llF-R Oi r PRODUCTS IS • . I i> .

* //, ' i h:-: wi'.r.'rin nr Tlhc periods ic *. is.
* //. " thf. ;-4u,-;-;.t.n of machines availaolc phr period i:
oo i*) : - i . i i ms
HACHt I i - MAC
CONTIK'UE
IF (OEN) GO TO ?3
U'RiTL tG.LC)
t-0«MA1 »/////, JCfi Nil M3E P- f

f IAXv »JOr> HATr;;*', (SK.

do p'5 ; - : , rr ire
RF.AC IS.:.?; J. JObltJ). ,10?)>i.l). JOB;i<J»< JOBAiJt. Rjcnc.i!
rORMAI fjIS)
WP I Tii <(,.?6> », ;:RHJi. .:C'I3-><J), J0B3(J)» ,133'MJIi RJOQ<J)
CCNTINUE
POfSKAT (15, 4V »0. 2X, !f-J
CO TO 31
CAM. GtTIIERfSECC. Ai. tf'IT)

*'•*<*•***<«. **»»**«»»»«»** ».***<i *w*t<. + t.***i*<»* *-<r***n-****((, <->>**+>> 4- * A

IMITIAII'F ^P:C'(AM HM:I'-.E5. Sf.Hit'O MUSI Pf. I NI ; I ALI fED TO ITS *

FUl-i. D; hViNS [Ot-f> . '

!.-*• »«**.-.-< 4* *>»:« rt >»;.*.**».>!* ,.*.**.^* <-*«*# *4.****^*A**» *i«**t*(» t( 4 4:*«.C «.<»* 4

TjO 33 J • 1 . MJOn
IF (JOM(J) «NK. 1 GO TO 33
JlfROO <JOtU( Ji ) = J
CONV > I'.'aE

i r.

)

>">

;

00 3 :i I - 1. M?>CHLr O
00 ^ .i -- i, 20
5U*Si~OI ! s >«K t =
CONT'.ft'h

I >j «. * v -S * < •: ?:^,v»J*n iutt»t**v**«< <-*»* v s *#*<***•««'!•*'<< **4 **<-*«-* <** »*ft».A,'

Di; ri-.::Ml:;.-. Tnf J 3d SOfcOULl- *-'(A T.HE r.C-iH r )l ALGORITHM AND ' r- I is' T CHIT"
THt RrM.VTIKG .IOC F.CiiL.iULE AMD ST«TISVICS. i

*:f *7 4 **» ••«»:* *V*(- «*.*>.; :•(:>< **!>** V »»*** *l( *»*» V» **«Vt ***!'• f it* -H-*** *4* t+ <

HCOST - 12 &
/ - Ti IH*J( PI
C ALL. SCMEO 1 (FLA5.F l.ACl , FLAG2}
2 = VT H~A '

:)

( Oi.1 ! - COI,T
ir t .not. prinij ;o to ra
URITK (fc.i'.O
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i::ti joo scHf.niL.2 uHOtrt ni;. schlt.ii methow is 1
;

( MACHIr-.TT 4
i

I 1 M 1 1 )

s cmf.c i ppdouci t tin •

rtir-:. ncTKn;; t'A?

,

60 fOP HAT (/////
teRITF l<>.<.5)

61, rOrlHAT {///, < fit:: PERIOD'. i'OX
tiMTE (i.u(,l (I> 1 a 1, MSCHCOJ

CI> FORMAT (/. 25X, S-ji-:)
P'llL <f.,fi7J

£•7 FORMAT (//)
o n 7 n .i - i . t : ki
LI Mil = M*CM< / }

h'HITH (6,71) J. (JvCHEDII. J. 11.
7 COM iuu:-
7i FOfJMAT (SXi [S. 1GX. 1415)
>.' TJlIf '(,,73) COST!
7 .» rOflMAT (// i • "i I

j :-' COST 0*' PPOfHICTlQN UNDFR TH
< « SCHFIJ Ji I IS ' . 110)
B.ITE (6.7*) 7M PJPHA1 (//. * I If.: UXECKTION T I M£ RR OU I Rl:l) f-OV

< <•)(» E10.5I
C •: < « < < . •: v * * 4- * -- •> :> * < « * » c >:• >> * * + * * : « * * * * * «. :• «. « « + v * *•

>i *<,.***« *• * i- » 1.

«

C PE 1 I.I M.!'!.- ThE J OF! SOtFOULF: VT A 1HE S'.'HPD/ A L.G'.'n I'l lp-1

•:.'• r;ir )•- r.u<_T ihj jnn scufouul »m- statistics*
C ->*** * t ; v *'*; ••: v * * : * » « * »> a * < <• * > HviJut * v v » << v *. * <- .'«!!• v < << J

« i ; * < >:
• <• « * < *- < * >• *

7 - M !
;:' {2 »

CALL ^Clirflcff'LACI LAG! , FLAG?, i

7 - I"1 i'-<. ?.)

C05V2 - COPT
II- I ,141)1 . Pf^l NY ( 60 TO 61
!;'<! 1c !C,/G)

7-5 rCF:>'/iT (/////, • THt£ JOU bCltl)ilLf UIOL'R VHc r. C H •"
I >

.'• METHOD I fs * )

W:> I IT. CC ;<!))
»..'n'( (6,f.6) (I, ! t J, MSCHEO)
iv.c'.r ,'-, ,^,/)
un 60 j - u t i ;'.:

I. ill] T --- UACH( J )

t.-~I'il (t. v 7'l J, (SCHt-Dli, J. 2), I = 1, U T r S
T -, )

KO COWTINOP
£1 KR1TE: (C..G3) COM2
u:> rPFiiM (//. • ti;f cost or production wwolr rug schkoz scifi; DUi e ,

>« mss ;id
ypiTE (r. , /., > i
Iff ADP I ' i<» GO tu aon

r *«***< t ** + < • .<. v ( i <*<-:.. .; •...-:». (•«*» <<*«»?• ftrt i'**» .;, •. < * «< v < * i * *< * >< *<.*«;***«.t<-.
>"* Of. "I ;:<', It. i TH . UI-r'L-r. UOlll-.f. SM.ini'JN H't POLVMKU / r; '. l ' •'.•_ '• f-T. j;3'. c v. .

c+ rti'-M r-njuv o-.i'i in!" prsoi-Tiwti jcu schc-tii.'lk aiu jiTAtihi'ics.
C((Ht +1!- '•< >•. •:'. **i. « < '. i '.' ^< f t-F>, >t^V ., »H,nt'*tVV«*<» * »-*:< =. . 1 i< , , , ,.v >; VK S ,- •.

7 - 1 11 Mr t r\
CALL I.Ov'bNO
2 - 1 f I ME I .? )

k'R I '. ;•' U), b't) /
*a FORMAT '..'/. TU" KXf-CUTlOM T il .£ RETSIUTRFO FC'.T 1HE LOWtlltt* «

* ' CALC'.ILATl ON3 VMS', ? r. , FI0.5)

Cv SOLVC 1 H-: 5-Clr.yuUL .KG f'flOBLBM VIA TH!-" TP[:: BRANCH AUD I'Ov .
r
) ALC')-'<-

C. Ili-M AND Jf.llll GUI THE JOO SCIitZD'JLl: AMD STATISTICS.
C ****.?<» + >. nt< t* *pvv + +•**.>* tt'«t »****< , t»<i*»tSi < < (-4 v*#*** + + * »*«****»*'»* <:

Z = TTtA:a<2)
OlL T«f;C(«USS.OJ2)
z = ttimf:(21
[fidjzi go ro es
IF (7 .GT. rU'SS) GO TO ?>00

st> uR:n:(i/,ti',i
BO I'-D.VHAT (/////, Tlit -:OEj SCHCC'JLE lIM.JF-.n THE TRCE M."T IOO IS' I

WR1TH thtlttl (I. I - 1. MSCHEO)

DO 'y.0 J - 1, TIME
LIMIT - VACruJl
tefilTI: (6,713 J i. ( SCHPIX I . J. 3) « I = I. LIMIT)

95 COHTTNUf;
WfitlTf Cf>,95/ COPT

V'J I'OflMA'f (//, * »Hi: COST OF PRODUCTION UMOFTl Tl-Jil ITIES SCHEDULE IS',
* 113)
vs i "i FT ((-.71) i:

IF (CCC -
, .11. MCOiT) GO TO I A

OEST = 1
• if (co-:t2 .fo, hcost) ocst - 2

riRI TL <<,, 1 20) Fit? T
irr< ropy.^T </'///, v is joo schflo.e co js.ruct'j n/ ichfo •« i».

* -IS 0»7 I»'>,L' i

1 «!0 WQ| ••F(t>, 195)
! Vf> r-'OMMAl (////// 1

200 IF (,HOT : f,LNf C.0 TO ?50
VMTC (6.0)
F.7O01 - F.uTH! < 1

F.F (FROOI .LV. PKOB?. I CO 10 11
C A-O-C A^04- 1

IF (CA!U)-.L^ .FiCA'10) CO TO 9
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- T 4

i * * » .».*« 4 ,' ** ..*** *• «.<* + 4 w * ***.;. V ii- <. 4-t. * + « *«.::*«.- v.. * i

WJUTI.Vf. TWf;E{RP.U.j;r I

M/Riilll/l INC 1(<f !
A r>fiON0r-lj Miljl FRA1 t ON METHOD FfiF! FINDING THf- OPT! MAI SOl
v-ith "i i r ••: ofpf.nofiit phfcfdent consi paints to f<fstpict th
of ifAsir.i.r solutions that must be f.kakinfd..

KILL MAVC: THE BAMt: NUF.FSFR OF
THE OPTl »-iAL SOLUTIONS IV VC.

H-TY MACMir:::

*.+ **<:* if < .-,<•*»*<. .-, .(• >i >(*<->{: i*<*: **. 'I < I

ri-iri-DtSKO = IS AN ARRAY USFO FOR T R A N S-
c E KM I F.' G SCHEDUi.

A r.J F:FI I' I R i i;r, TO 5CHCD IN TERMS OF I
-" V"l S

DSCllED - A »T>KK!NO ARRAY CONTAINING THE •'U'-ViY LCH^nuL^
Pl.f.V = '.M AHRAY OF POINTERS l.'IIICH IK'DIOTt fcHICII PRODUCT I'.

UNDER CONSIDERATION ON EAi-H LEVEL
IF t.iVfL'J 1 — { K — I > APT SCHFDULFD AND WE A.3F L0DK1M3 AY LFV r L KANO AT LFAiT 'INF SCH.-'.O 'JiTH rilH SAMF SCH^O IN 1 THRU (K-li Hk£
ftefn co'-plfi'T) on stopped then an-,- complete sriicr, which is tf-
SAMc IN 1 Yl.JtU <K-II AND EMPTY IN K CAN OF NO Fl.ViTFR THAN
FOISTING bCHEPULtS,

JMACH = AN ARRAY CONTAINING THF CUMULATIVE NJKUI
in tm» firs'1 '

r f'i;iiiOi
Of- MA CM I MS

•>+< , ,.v ,

IMPLICIT IIFiEGJ
COMMON , F •'.'•)< J of

i i.tac:h( .?:'• >''

J' in i {;.-.'j,';

Olli.'.Lli S.^Ofl.3) .Tl ME.N.IOlS,
^ 1 INEZ. PR I'll
REAL 7.. TTIf~:. FUSS. BJ, PP
LOGICAL p.V. !:,T , F1.I7

<- * A ^- 1 * i <. t < v <. *. * A * < * ».• V* * * * « *' * < ••• <-<:i}<>ti+t(,*t v c t

:

« »*.(('»! <i ******* r ». K it <**<***;>** M * r- «.< * «- V * * >. < -

': ( A - / )

, Ti p\t>{ ";pn ) , ji pf)oo< ?c 1 1 IP." or s c?e > , jpno^?cc
JI'ACH'i O'.l J.NH/.CHI .'.v ; r P. • OF. C ?; r. ) , 5 J Or"! (2 f >

J ,

JO ti.? J 2 CO ) • JO Bo (ii CO I. J0B4 C^C'O I , fJ.IO.:{ ?"r ),
.) .KCUS .Cf.

i nsr.MEO.Tj he

r>iMj-N3ir>N ci:

ni s c

.

tSKOt i 00 C ,:> ) . DS CHE 0(500 ) ,PLFV(50C ). .I2PPOD (20 ) ,l'Ji[J(Wj !OIMtHSTON fJJCi-'. '2O0) ,M.',;.l { 1 00 > .HE V ( ! 000 I . MY ( ;• r. » .

i )

FGUIVAl
CALL YSsKTMc
R'JSS = PP
COPT =
NLrV =

C *«#+*•.**•<-- *******
C* INiTI,-LI>;
C ***<•* < ** + *»*«.>•<•*

L>.) Iw i - i

rjnn< i ) ~ r
'.0 CfJNTlNUS

cn 2a i :.- i, r i ne
NLEV - Nl.KV*MSCMEO
jKACHt I / -- Ni.FV

35 CONTI.iLi"
ni 3-Y 1=1. MLEV
PI P. V 5 I ) -

oscr.uo 1 1 i = o
30 CONTINUE.

31 35 I - 1 NPnOD
5PPODI (!) - Ji nRFO< I )

3 5 CON ( I no J.

uo -.^0 i :. i , Njoa
. rf'Sftlfuil - 1

'PREOfl-l) ^ 1

•'.TI 200 >.C(iCC ) .'IPRFD ( >OCi ,10) ,LPPPO( IOGi *CI
AKEO! 1 . 1 , i )

IMPORTANT VFCTORS

. NJF.ti
j03< T ) * JO0 2? I

)

*
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1 > HJOO

THE f>f'T Or T1MR DEPENDANT .109 F.rl.tT IPIJSH1P
,*«;.>',. «•******«-,. *f ** *+*•*.*****«, «.**** (*t** **... <

?: HOWIZON INTO SEC1 IONS WITH NO U.sUScO MAC

:<. » ^ ^; * V **<**«<".. t * t *•***« '

SO CONTINUE
DO S'J J
SJOBI J

j

5t> CtiNTlNi.fi
60 roou
C * * A «* 41**1* < .' * * * * * «•

c» oe comics;-: ihe
C* IN ANY i..-CT!ON
C***4 * t ,'•*< >-*#¥- ' *v/1

t : M5 : - i

(,** l.r V» * JMACHIT 1 KS!M - KSOMEO t- 1

p.. ?c j -^ 1 1 -=:; k i ikk
:r iscKtio (v.ACfKJi: .>. i> .to. c->

70 COMTINU=
TlMEi = TIKr
go to ss

?S fP (SCHEDt I, Ji » ) .r.Q. ) CO TO 8C<
VIM."? -• J
GO VO fc-i

SO VltffiZ ~
{/ ** iit.. <<*v :«<;«-».

C * L A b t"i. 1

c* ^.a • i.ev>'.
{ <./+»K C* ' **•**«*< »**** + *•** .>*< <i.Hi'^ ****n »,.<:*»..*•***

60 L? - J.'IACMfVtMEZI - Mf.CKrU") + MAC1 J 1 .' Kli'tt

)

LI =' JW.C'KTiKfi) - MSCHED < 1

DO 07 I. =s LEVI -, L?
BLEV<C » ~
MAXL(L1 -n

£.7 CONTINUE
DO SD I -= ! . iVJOB
H IOf!J I > - l-'.-.Pv- » i

lit ( i > = timl:?+ 1

ao CONTINUE
On 90 L - L. !• L2
i! ti>SCKDtL.l] .CO. 0! CO TO vO

r, is')

' * * V ** * It* t I

***4>M ***„'.*** ti' * ***<•<: <: * i)..** > «.V(i(i{< **<.*»<

IN THIS SF.PAHJSil: PKOL'Llr.M SiiCTlON VI1H A .100*

C w 4- * # * 4 » < fc <.«.*.<:»,. ^ V * :';

C* RVCOHD TH1- rii:£

C *»<:* < « * ****** '
-i' < >l 1 \

!>*:«* *'•** ****** ****** 4 *.*•*» •,*****•****«!
r*iOfVifTic coev ros TH" TIV.E !;CC'ilC:

;

,*<.*** «.»**:...".*< iftvi *** ***** **V i » t < f-

<

|r * * *.* * * n
LEV2. *

«: + >: ts.»*t

1C>0
I 5

cosn - o
NQSO"II'.F2+H =
COST -

COST?. -
MNUM = 2
IF CTIMcJ .^O. TIWcT. ) GO TO lOf.
12 ^ Ti;:r2 -• 1

NSStl I l-iiP-l-to

MA>,7<T IMC? »--=0

00 100 J = "i IMKI, T2
K/.CMJ -- MACHSJ)
NHS< J 1=0
ha xv : jj-o
OU ICO I -- 1 , MACHJ
COC>TI « COSTl + RJOB( SCICDl T . ..'» I I > * J
cnsii: = cos?^: + i-'jcb< sCfit'Dti. j«k) l * j
CONTINUE
DO «07 L - LI. LcV?
C0ST1 ^ COST J v KJOEii 1?.:.'OlL. 1 I > « TIk~2
COCT? ^ C0S12 * RJOrt< OISK.O(L.Z) ) * TIM!:2
CONTINOK
!.'- (COSTl ,CT. C0ST2I GO TO 110
COS.T2 * cost:
HNOM = S

cost a - s
COST = C0ST2
II- iMI'f! .'JO- TIHF.Pi GO TO 43«
!>-' (COST^ ..CO. L>1ND(L"V!) i CO 70 * }*

!*****'*« <r.
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1 THi-: l. y.'-T Jilfj IN l-ACH p;
•f.'A^t.;-: :-r;or>u:M ?sxi ion.
f (, .: v ,' v V <• i- -i A ,,. -.- -

.; ,. 4- <./,< v ^ ,, ,

"l n 1 .

T 1 KV .

DETER M I

TMI S E£
« ., ,- *«-<.>! *

l/U 145 P = i , N
J - JPfUOl (f )

.IT: PI(QQ<I> ) ~ ..

f
t: <j . r a . o > &

If- t'JUhi'CJI , GT
J^PROlKP) = J
J -• JOfiii ! J)
I. ; J .F.O. C » GO TO
i r < jmv { J .CT.. T1.V
GO TO IS'i
CHNT tMlj.:'

t *>.<*< {•* **«'( ***** '*.:+ Htl( *<»<****** 4 ** V «< * *«: «
ir jog i and r.Lx uf its piJEDtcr sso;? s Hhv- a
TH'.T OF JO:i N. .106 I MAY PG A F'GUF.OO nH|>Mrr'

M N<. EAOt PT.-OO'J' T ^Tf-:i!JG rof! SvM.H C AMD I C'A f t?
• V V. 1 * * V < * 1 < * < «. < C * «. * * l'. ** * « * i. , <.

STRING WHICH F- A I l.i.

GO TO nr,

1 GU TO I
<

•

C++***<******<*;
< .'.

'

•*';<-:

'00

!+**>

I :: JPPClOl <;*}

If (I ,l"U, C 1 CO TO
i cost = i:.'o;u \ )

IF SRJOf'U > .GC. LCtlST) GO 70 167
I COJT - f,.IOB( 1 )

PJOBU ) - l. COST
i --- j o l; «

(

i >

IF (I .CT. J GO TO lt!S
CONTINUE

!r •* Ji-' '•' '•'"-'' ail Of its ruc.c f ssoh juo;; havf i>r>"P.»/i_ ensWHICH !.u.- NOV ,f,\. JCU1 1, JOH 1 jf, /, p-ftmo F>r>FtJrC-K5fjP Of
.<<.**• .1: <./,< jf.» 5. .; .; * v * < * 1. * > * !, j * ,; ; * <- <; ., v . ^ # ^. ,; < < * ^ ^ . » Y :>K , ., f, •. A /. t .

.
.(

; ;, . v ,-
;

..,

do ?. -•:• 1 = 2, r'.ir.-j

II- 1 SJPU'l' i'.^ ?) r r 1 v'-) 23;;
If v J!i:i:;(', I ,ol , VU.tEJ O'J VJ 2J2
p.ji - Pjjmi f :

/V»'. I - ...OH? (I )

TYI-C - Jfifjl ( I ) - :

!•" (1VP.- . HO. 0) GC TO 216

E'WNE LOf[;R Nll--<0FR Fr.Cr.'UCT STRINGS FOR P^fuOO SUCCF. iiSO,;'Br f-t rr.(

**<"****<*> ;******< • i..'li <;+***»

?06
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C t i ... >, *«« 1 ***«'.. V «--«: A * "•; * *.^*»**** if.** * .? 4 « * *.•**** <• * ,);< , '. f; S- < 'r * V ,. > > (• . <v >„ A *
sig i ."=;: s wf!; '.- ?

ou 2.10 p - rvi'cp npp on
N - J<- PiMJi, U->
;»•' <r.' .to. ._ t <,n i n 2 ?c>

i'li I'" C c JI .1 (, MJ'.'tUNl V !jO TO Z2\
Ti- (N tQ. Jt'KODKt'l ) !-n VO IV 5
N - JCIU3CN)
Gil TO 21 ,

?2) IT {N ,tn. .fiJPROD(P) 1 GO TO 230
N = JDR/XH)

2"'j NFX'f -- LPRCDlu > I I

If CAVAL1 .f.I. JJKMNI ) GO TO 228
tr (i;i£>1 t ! O .. 1 ) GO TO 2?t
t.O ?i? M = 2, NfiXT
1" J JC-.<:( 1WF:0(H,HI ) .fir., type - ll CO TO 2 27
LPP.irD<rJ,M) = I

CO TO 230
2 ,"7 CClKTIK'UC:
22U NEXT - n:-XT < I

LParcxts, ; ) r ni- /r
i pr.;;o ;:,>;.- *r ; = i

2 32 CO'.'TIKL.-
2 3;? CON1 ! n l .;;

C*(H(,c<UM.'U(*ii»Ht***t*H!i»**«4t*(-V<.**C«tt*(-l*tt*(t*»i.f*tlff.| j :S :v*J i.

c«- p(:ini ci'i r.H": s-:t op jpos a to the; in psfudu put nr.r.f ssonn , »

!! '
{ .•I'J i „t-"F! ' fJTt GO TO 2 <* 3

WiTt (f.oOl
W'<I Ti- { 6 , 2 .'.', ! 1 V IC- I , 1 [ r "2

23^, H!;!i«-T {//, SK. 'PEHID? •, J?,, • THMOUCH PH'TOD '. 1 'J , .' /

)

wii ic" c c. .:- jo }

fc.Tj r-.i.vt. ». f ;/.-, iox, '.m;.' , ick, 'PScUDO Pk£DKSSO= 3 » , //

)

:;." 2ci i -• ; , <i jo .

if ( -i.iM-fi . r;T. j ) c-,1 -| r 2'.2
:r- ( ju':.'( • > ,ct, timc-.£) uc ro 2 a.?
la-: 1 1 •- 1 1'linn 1,1)
LASTS n.n-;:x . . 1 )

IF ti./.sri .or. 1; c;o Til :>36
LAST! =2
LPRuiM ; .21 ---

2:;:. ir (l/t.t? . >-,t. m go to 237
I." i LP»<fT>{ I .a t .CO, 0) GO TO 242
'.-RITiT ft, 2*1) ?. (if'RKDfl.K), K - 2, LAST1)
GO TO 242

237 II- ; LF-ftt-l> « I .2 1 .F.C. O) GO TO 240
V^ITJ (6,:>':1 ! I. (l.pr^o ( I ,K 1 . K = 2. LAST1),

* (IPREDdiK). K - 2. LAST2)
GO TO 2V?

20.1 i.P.:Te (6.2^1) I- ( KPP.F.DU iK» . K ~ 2. LAST21
2-5 1 rORKAT £//, l&X, 13. Sa, 20 I a

)

2A2 CON.'TIK'Ur:
24"j L " Ltvl

"! = T t yv. I

Tr'.AX-
j«T - jmacmct:
J."'*: - ji-.i - MSCHizn

r-%. *%*«*. v« **«..;.<!.. * j»* v .«> *>***»** » + ** **». ly < *<*i(.*i«.« Mvt *<•«.*<:,. «ui»,'t ****
C* THIS POflTICfJ Of 1HE PROOK/.« St;AHCM~S OOV'H THROUGH M-:t£ T.-VETE r

CI *
C* PLEV{.i 5 - r

j IOK .iLL .i > i . - *.

C< ,
».'• flNO ThL rib',:",' PffviOUC. "••» f»E 10 Oi CL.UI- iOCWtO A v ; FVEL L. IP T!.r »f: «
C* IS A JOB Or" T.-1I S PS.OOUCT TO [IK SCHrOJL.TD, PLACE' I

T IN THF DL'Mw. «
C* SCHeOULE. UPDATfi THF r.L.i^T. A*1P CHtCK. IF Tl-if: C3ST IS WITHIN *
Cf Tri>_ eou.o. oC*(*»»t*H,t*M»»t«M*«i* iutui(»i.**.ntKMttn«tt.Hf*ttt»»iif**Mtni

! = jiifio.i; in.fv(i, ' )

2<j Pi.,va.: -- ri.i'v.i ) j

if( ; ,r.o.o> ,;o to .lis
IP <T .LT, J.'i3?0» ! 0O TC it6
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*?,??,Z*Zt?*'"!!:Z******** v ** ******** <.*<»*+ a ******** *.«***<.*, ft<;J(,*,niw T'!-: i isi pf i>:,-;tjoo r-RFnectssriHf; of job i rnci'i i n«n m
<i-?j pn'iruji.t '..

, if /. rj.;For:c!"ssoR is *.vaii./, fil?: /. ».t> has not f>> f>-itOUIXO Vtl, [Mr CUriMINV r.CKC-tXM V CfJI'.ilT t'
r
J m-'iTMAl.

' ! , I

'. i I TO J"

'.' : (f.Jfjl'. (

(-.OB2VTLST.
.GT. I GO TO 250
T ) CO 10 2J.1

4 i :
'
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DO i-:10 MI = j , C!
V- ~ I. i M"> - 1.1 I •• 1

i - cncriro*iu
OSCMtTDIM) =
PUi\'(Ki - ')

J "ROD I ( /Ofll < I ) )

c n s r t = c o • ~<
i - p

S.fi.HM '1 =
•( I )

2 i)

iirCHifc

: - «T( i )

ir.(HTI) = N'JS ( ST 1 I - I

i : . 'i : \ up.
TM. r. ,-; -.- ( ma X(. ( M- i 1 : MSCHFD- 1 >

H * j; V ( T I -. v h ' :<

201 L - Lll'.Z - COUNTS + J

GO TO JIT

c:» move Tc tut-, t -ay i.owt-m lfvhl on T»r irf.i
C* LPM IS TWIN'.', AN F>.CEEr»!Vt: AMOUNT Of T I .'

C * * * » <• V * * » V * *. * * » ^ <s £ + v * * * «. >!' ***+*: f * * »vl- '. * * * * V « * >

i w** «. * tf t *. * v ft* * *< *.', 4 < i /

riFTF.PMTMF IP THr PRO:

.**«.* < i

:6S 1

;t =
J'.iMl =; j;n - I-ISCHFTO
MA XI (T ) - max r ( i-

:

)

C * ** « f .,<>;» i ^ *Hf\i « --> » v ..<•;< < r * *, * <=* + <• * * * * * v- *.«***«: * * t *<!•**«•*•* » $ t. v
c* [>t: u:i;i'iri: : if a j'Jii smoulo ol:. assigned to this lfvc-i -

C* EVALUATE If!;- COOT PRIOR TO MOVING TO A l.OtfFt? LfcVE".L«
C* ASSIGN A JOl. li! Tlif;; LEVTL.

if tP.i . gt, rus r-J go to ?.<so

~I;WI S'i

1

290« 1

2 C 4

2s«

300

310
3 1 2
314

THE CUR3FN1 INCOMPLET:

rr.p: rco< , ;.-;>., M'.acmp

SCHCDULF. J'

L = LOW HIGH)

rCtTlAT (///, 5X«
VtRITC: (6.i!<v /

in, (mat (//.-, • :

VI: I T[" ( C.V.'ji) ' ' . * -v : , 'C'
FORMAT </. 2.iX, l'.ISi
l.WITi" lS,P<iCi
FC-P.M/. r ( //

)

t-L!d = LEVI
HIGH r: low » MSi"tU:C' -- 1

DO 310 t - TIKr-'li TIM??
WRITE (6,300) T* i DSC I ITO H. J ,

rur;iiA T <sx. IS. i^.x. li-!ii)
IT (HIGH .GK. Lfc'V'?! GO TO 312
l.O'* - LOlf < MSCHiHO
HIGH - HIGH < l-'SCHPD
coNviruir:
k»": I T ~ (6.3 14) CCoTl , CI>SV
FORMAT (//. • T He SCHEDULE: COST FGf< THIS 7NCOHPI.ETF SCHTDl-lL F IS'.

* I^i /. ' THG BEST SCHEDULE COST TO D* Ta rfii^ * COMPLt TC « .

» 'SCHCiMILt: I
r-' . IS.!

IF(.NOT. t)Ji: riFTUHN
R'JSS = KUSS 4 RP

C* CPTFHM1NF. >F A ,:OfJ SHOULt.1 Qf ASSIGNFO TP THIS Lf.V'FL. 1 f-
: NOT, *

C* F\.Aln\TF. THE C051 PR I Oft TO MOVING TO A I OW.P LEVLL. oTMEC'Ji^F, *
C* ASSIGW ,1 J Of. 10 THIS i>A':L, ':

.3 15 L = i. < •

MAX.t (L ) u> NAXLi L - 11
if tci=KC(u.J) ,c:a. 0) GO TO x-co
'-A XL. ( L I -0
IF(L .GT. JHTHH1I PLFVIU = FLcVlL-ll-.'
GO TO r>«5

C* ANY RFSULT1NG SCHEDULE WICK ACSiTF-S w!T^: LEWIS ) THMOUfJH L-J *

C*- AND HAS 1.:' ."''I. I. EMPTY WOULD fit: VOU?,f_ Ti'a*' AN fMSTiKS 3''::;N0. «
C*»t**»t.*»«***Ht»?»t******l;**t»t****t*«***tC«t*t***iUt.'i"f»t1'H.»******««
356 IF (f'l CVIi_» .LV«MPi.-Ol') O'j TO ,?4 5
31? IF 4L .£"*., ,.evi» C ri TP «.3i
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« * « * S i. t * <• rt * V < * * * <• + * * «. fr t * << (.

T'il ?, PCS'flON 'FOR','; ITS l./.Y HACK UP liv:,.
CHMif,= AN FXlST!N.j Of) S'fDI'PPO SCHCDU-f".

:u ti:~ f r iist p::h iod*** /-.*>. **.«** *.»•«.* ***•*!,••** V */"* *

J '.it

.* iv/. iuci.i:
* + **<•**>.<«.***
; O L - L ~ I

•VAXl.li ) '-

is- (oiskik i_.j l .era. r, i r,a in :ne
IT(L .CT. J^llUll GO TO 31V
KAXT< T > -"-

t = T - I

jy.r .-.- Jt«ACH(VS
j".\t-i ---. juy - Mr,cnEn
Tiv.x --- i...\>:t: t »

3JOF.I I > -- ;i

J r RtiO I ( JTMHII ) =- T

cost i : ccsr i - ruocu i > < T
r>SCHE:.LiCt. I - cm i - fji 1 1 i

N3"5<OT I > - Nf)S {1)1 I! - ;

IF(U'.AX .CT. B~, !! GfJ TO 322
\F\ N!ij(M I ) .01. 0) Gfi TO 322
Itll .CT. JUiHi 1 I) GO TO 321
IF(L .CI. LEVI ) GO TO 32(1
TM/.N -
'

:

', X T < T > =

T'ax = >:axt (t - i )

MA XI m-IHAK
C'1 1U It;?.'

!1 V.VAX r (iAXLC. - 1) «. MCCHcO - I) / MStH^OMAX! . TJ - TAX
:2 Kll'tl VILLI Ufn-'JOD) GO TO <?4
/-** * «v-(r(,»,,(„;,., ,, <; . i t%<,i . tin J ,(. .******,.« 4 ,•

, :. j,,

ir' v.l hav;-: <>!;': Hr'.» -mi 7 or- i.fcvti. i.it- Tur r«.
MHlolitlD. O! K.; (;.l it- . MH'fe 10 ih; NEXT Hlii-,-'

1'TF f.N.T> fhl'<- TO
'ssuw: 1 1, at *. joa n.

1 li

: N((»»(Yt*!{H*t.
. * 4 * -.'

•< i

C *• Tit;
C ***** 4 '. t < * 4 v * Si « ? t ^. < < ^ < i.

GO TO 317
3?', Pi.;VCL) = I'UVII.KI

I = JPRCsfJl IPLfc '.'(LI >

IF t I .5:0.0 ) GO 1 3'^2
I' ( ." .LI . JCV32{J) i GO TO 322

(.**•» *» <• * iv *,*** *-«**- « i < v •• >. v »*< * * .«. , >.<,»» ***** *< *******C* f.v/ViNc IHE L7F.T OF P'.CUOO rRr"CF CGSSflPS Df : J'.l-i IHEKCO PRODUCTS, IP A PRFiUSXESi-On is A VAJ I AOLe' AMI USCHfOULCO YET, Tltr CURRENT SCH-OULL CANNOT "-:
C

r,,
'I>* **1 .;*(<«<».•*****»<•**«.« *,>* *****<<******,** <•*«. t «»**i

L*21 = LPREP< 1,1!
IF CAST .F.Q. 1) GO TO 250
;>:j 30C> jp - ?, l/ c t
Ttsrj ~ i ps<^oi : ,jp )

IF (SJDSITf.STJi .ST. j CO TCI 350tf ( JOO^-'TEsrjt .G-. T) 00 10 3^0
li TO 3 2 2
caxrtuiss
c-n to rot.

C* It'fc K£MAINtNG LEVELS MUT.T aGHFL" *|TH THfvc
c» Sfj._uritJN. fv;n.i«.i- rue cosr of the fNTir-e '<

Cf***»*u««#<i»»«*tt«Uti*«Hi»**ttU*f**»**t*ttf*.

I.IK J - J Ml Ml 1

LI M2 = JM1 Ml J- ..i/.CH<T)
.

•"<T .FO. TlUC?.! L ! N-; - Lt 1/2
LiC 3 7^. LK - i mi,LI«2
IK - 8LEVIIK)
•? (SJOtd'i ) .GT„ 0) CT = CT 1^ RJ031IK) * TCOM INU6
C T - CT C( T- 1 )

<Ci

V.> f.OI. i '. NJ r

C."M

3 53

3?6
3. ?

: * tf * V f- < I

' fur ci
!?DU.'.: .
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.7 7 -j

lFCCOSTI.LE.CT J CO TO 370
JPK001 v'f'l £»<L ) ) = I

S.JOBJ I » = f)

HAM.(L) -
GO 10 257

! r ( i.

•I =
i). t. !«'.;

i M 1

• - 11

) GO TC 3e."J

DO
IK = LI 1

H" * SJD';{
'

G T
t -..f.1 I *U£
o:^m;i;.;l) = IK
C.PT.'t I

m CO SI I * PJOB (IK)
I I -' IK + i

CO"T I :<u-;
&L1M = i_IM> - 1

H-UI - 1. 1 M y

Ml. I M - HI I
pi

f . J GO

LIKl.St I

«

no tier

1000
it>oi
333

-»r. i

C**4.<"

f. * * * 4 •

J so

DSCItrof LSORT* I )

- Jf,0fll

- i limi ,f-n i v
IP (DS;'IO,(..,ri,\
.IS-0«T --- OSO.r'n
nr.CHSDCLsorc > =

i>sch5dclsort*< )

COKTIKUc
Cl/KV [ VO;-
CCS1* r <_( V J <;;.?> - i;«TJ C0ST1
'

i! < 1 -IT. •( ;»..; .> 5 GO TO 3.S'.H =-.),•• A C.HH V-Z2 l-MSCriSDf I
;;:> to s-jo

11'

---
i. r m 2

TtriUH

0?<D VHi

f-:i.

.

* >: » v ',- *

:

<ro? ; Ti
Tif-iTl

^ 1

LL.LEV2
= 6i.r.vci.)

GT O.ST ! GO TO «30

)!•' TMi'S

AC'S
-06

C ( T ) =
JHT S3 JMACK { T )

NDStT) a:

HAXTCT1 -= 1

DO «J0 I = LT>'1» l.FVi;
JOB -- DSC.HEDd I

Ir (.'33 .SO. 01 CC TO «0S>
MA XL CD "- I

PLrVIL) = JOB
BJon:.;ca> = t.

C<T< = CIT! < MJOB(.fOC) *
f>Ttjo:ii = t
SJJfli.'HO! - V

CO TO 4 0'.

i
c U. W.T , j«T) GO TO 4IC

I = T v I

c; , t ) = r. u -• i )

JUT = jrittCHC ',
)

N«S{Ti =
MA ,\ ) ( T ) a T

* 10
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Cttt't»*l
J G 1 - cu-:

( > n '. id j - ifvi
01 fk.j( j,3) -- o-.:i

•6 1 ti CGNfjNUE

c« dack 111 to imf i

(..» timf pfriod.

•»•>(.(< K'

t.vl-.l. OF Tllf LAST M.'iCM^Nf Or •

M til if-T***> <- 4.4 < »* ,

n: xt to i as r

w *
0.; -'. "i? J - L l . l i:c.'

K s I NOW - J i- L I

i - v-i'.t, :oiki
t:*.xi <t;i - o
it c : ..-:o, oi an vo t3i
m ; = cn« i )

mi' ( t»r i) -- n«s< vn ) - l

'c, .1 i - :.o sti - f! jpb( t )

JPi'--;l.: 1 { J.jUi (I I i "- 1

ti.Ciif-'r.iKl = c
; j.jl o

02

K. FVtKI -
It < K . C7. JMYKI «• i )

i.'U'(ll =
T - T - 1

JMT - JMACl'Crl
JMTU) = JMT - MtCHi D
t!'',;, = CAxrcri
ctiNTi t,u,;

it- IT !S Tllr
h.~kwt s 1 -:.

l 1 - JVACrUTIM'"?. I - MSCHEO + 1

GO Til 31C
C 4 * t t; t v * * '< -J < < C v >- * * *,: * * * * * * <• « * '. < <

•
' < « ' >! * * : * v * * * < * * !• * * * * '

C* THIS ! :» THV UP f IMA!. S'.'HI-IX>l.l- !'0T. T I ! I S V I llf" &"CTI:
C* L'ST TIKE SECTION T Mr f.KTlf.'L i CKHDULC IS OPTIMAL.
c '. MCivi-: on ici run n: : xt timf sf.cTir-M.
C »*»**< * . V •::: ,.(.it.v»Cf-,' r*4<*« *-*< V ; >'*>)!. <!( f + t »**''+!(:';( < < * * « i

v
..' «.':* >. >. * .i * :, < « «

4 34 COPT =- COPT + CHS1
M- (CO:iT .LT. CDS!?!) GO TO 43'"'

DO <> j7 1 = LEVI . I.? V2
DISKUC i<3) - Oi v::r't 1 ,h;iuh:

». 37 r 'vi i >• i:-

/i39 Oil /.<! J - TIMf I.TIMH2
I'i C!'. J = ka cm J I

1)0 ', -10 I - I . MACHJ
jot) - schepc ; , j , 3 ;

K i.r'lii .£:0« CI ?0 TG *'. 1

SJ(>8(JCjB1 - .1

A'.O COvJI IKU'i
* A 1 COt.1 IMlifc'

rt li'i^ez .no. Ttf^s co to ice
C)^Ht(, »t»i»jtn><*»'i" ( < * * v * * * * *. + * » * * * *4 < t * i * * <• *V- *• * t + * *'' * v * « * 4 * •-. •: •

r* SF.t-.OVr THOSE" J')''". WHICH n'-V": HffN SCrltDULia FCK TuiT Sr.W.R*. PI F.

C* PROEJLfc'K 'iCCTI.Jf: FROM Tfit JP^Oii VECTl"F<.,
C »!* * < « * v v >; + < * V I • «" * < > * *• .' i « * < 4 * V fr » 4 4 '. t*(**t«f lv<;»< « % T < V * * < V < V- >. •' 1 * « 1 * * <

IF ( T I Vf. 1 ,f=0. 1 IMF V. \ GO TO tk'i
t>0 tfii J - ' I k".:i. T2
MACHJ = MACM(J)
C)T ',13 I - 1 i H*CHJ

IF < JPfJOOl (JOB I IMJ ! I ,uC*NJ) J PROD. ( JOD 1 (Mj )) = J1B4(MJ)
<U CON T 1 N L'F

<1* DO 4<:'-> L. - LI, I.PV?.
M J - D : i K

-
) ( i. , 3 I

IF ( JPROOK J18KNJI } .IE:. NJI JPROO I < JC'Rl(NJ) I = .fwtlilNJI
*145 CONT ISIliE
C .< «. y i> * * * v i. ?. < < f- * v * »- « , «

• * ' * » * * * * * * * * + * * * * v ' <• * * * »' '• <
'
* * ; * * t * * » t < * ^ # * * * r * * ; i

C* FIND TMH l»'.:C-: '1f; iNG Or ';>'F. ^^f.);T l>E!'* r!rMsi. * PfMV"»i.t.f S'tC'IOW

T -- TIVF2 * 1

do i«7 t <>*':: - r, t im^
JF ( tCMEC t ! »TI wr ) , j | .< r T. 1 GO TO 65

44/ CONTINUC-'

r* THt OP1IML SOLL'TiOIJ h«.5 PfifcN FOUMD '
'.':

C * SGfiTKAr.T IF" TH' POPTtON OF TmF CE^EIH
C<" TIM! G'..-0>.r A JOS IS A V ^ i(_ A?.'_ F: .

150 C>n 4 70 I - I, Njn-}
475 COPT = COPT - DJ0a(I1

P-. T Uf«N
END

l**1 t* <*:***«.'
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SUORCUl } Nfi I OwllND

< *- < * i

C*

SlIiiRflliT P'u I Oi.«MD
THT'-, SLTiKOUT I IIF USFS A GRC'TDV SCHEDULING '.LGOP1THH MITil AVA
AdH.I'iv T J f

: L S . rile CUVTS ARR U7'"l> ft 3 LOi.'rlM HOilN'jS K05r "i'l.-" •

:"/:'..-•-.*" SOi.UTICT-J Ihiv HAY !".: PrjT MM? D FPOM riii E MINT', r-.i

Tr-lS ALGORITHM PKFCEOJVNCL CONSTRAINTS At'-'" IG'innf-O, r*.fFF'l
A jf'i T ; s'JV SCH~l)liL£"0 I r J T H:_ i l>!Si H.ACHI li'-T 0*= ITS PKiT..'::'
•V.'A ! L-' :, 11.17 V Vlfi'! If- 11 HAS XHc. SAKE fc/AlLWJILiTY T I M= /'

•.

hat
S0i4>

rif>J !.'':.

P '. C ) . S
i ) , rufj
r nt"t , M

wee:-)

.

! ?.-"'J >,
Om.-.d, Tl.-:

# 4- * « v <• »

<

c<
c<
Ct t <-ttt.r.*M;;UM**K'**H*(" v**v#*< ****************
C<f'-tu;H((in , <. v •;*#- < * >:• <*»•*•*•; * <• <• t- \ v « t» » * * 4 *. * ** v* «

IKPLJCIT IKTSCSO"! [*-7l
COMMON l.Uf.OC lO.'lO) , Tl ("!IK I C » . JlPRO0(20 J . JW

* l'ACH( 2.J0 ) t JMAClM ? 00 ) .NMACH C 20" ) . nj:i'it
« J153 / !.?00 } . JOH? 1200 > , Jl'1113! 20 ) -. jOtH « 2:
» bchkbi :, . 200 . 2 1 ,i 1 »•.£ • N.»ni3vNi>RO!.itHCOtsT

.

1 |hf-fc,PHTNT
LOGICAL l-'i I Ml
tUKCUSH-N DISK DC IfifiO ,3)
FPU lA'/.LI.^XK (DISi.Dt 1 . 1 J . SCHFDC 1 1 1 « 1 > )

C< CONJTfcUO THS JO'I ECHFOU.f VIA THK C.^fTfllY 5 C

C»v*t* < v»** + ^ **+*«.«¥**< <•-* x- » * -:- v.-t *»*»U«-»iK*(.t#(t)*
nl 1 v -

cc ?.io 1 = it tike
Ul.FV - KicV + MSCHl'l)
JN'.AC'liC 1 > = NLSV

21 com itn.s
DO ?.':C i = I . NJOB
SJGB< 1 ) ~

2:>o lcwt rtiUE
T - 1

DT 2<0 I. = I • Nt.nv
II iL .or.
l.HNU(L 1 -"

ik (i.i<,kd(l.i) »eq. o co ;o i-;o
COST =
00 r-nc> t = 1 1 i-ijon
IF (SJOO(I) .r.O. 1) GO TO 230
if-" (V .1.1, jaaa.'ii ) go to 230
J ' JCUl.U I )

IF (J .10. 0) GO TO 225
IF ii .G1. IOB2IJ) ) CO TO 22f>
IF Jl. *C-0. JMAClK T) - MSCHED + i> GO TO 230

22S IF ICOSI .GS. RJ0t!(I> ) CO TO 230
COST - HJOB5 I

)

J'JUM = 1

2 30 CONTINUE
Lt1M0(L > a jr;uM
SJGEtJNJM) = 1

2A0 C0r'TINU'_:

Cf(H»*iftt(-it«-;H:|*t*ttH+i*»«tt»m*f«K-»*nv«t.Utt<.t*i«*»t,'*ttr
C* T^INT OUT THE J03 SCHFDUlE CONST^UCTFP VIA TH-" GRF-FDV Al GO^
C* WJD SUclTWACT Qt-c TFK PORTION nr TM" D! : F h? P At COST WHICM 15
C* CIATgD WITH THE Tlcf [ >:-nRE 'II -.<•: JOB IS AV A I L A :U.C

«

C*«*i;-Mit«Mt*v*(**tt*Uit,-,«v*t»»«i(***t9>ifj*n*-n<»u»n!»»4*«
7l <.Nm. P.-I!flT( GO TO 44fi
t-PITE iC.442)

*'-2 FORMAT './//// 1 • THE JOB SCHEDULE CONSTRUCTKO BY •. /.
» ' THE GREEDY (LOHFP OOUIJC- > ALGORITHM 1 S • I

* t-3 XHITf {6.*< ii J

4'<4 FORMAT (//.', • TIME >'t""RIOD* .20X,« MACHINE' f

WKIlt (Cif445> <K, K - I. HECHcP)

20 ),

1.1 »

IMACH(T) > T -

,V(i. C) CO

I 1 HM *
ASSO- «
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1 1)

f(!

! .1

t r
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;vs *

^OP OJNTINUC
:?•" CI": VI , GT. il GIT TO 463

C * * * ** ': * * 4- < + <• * VV <• «I < < * * * i * * * f, < if(!«l:t*V( j * ! * <: 6 «• * •,- *
c* print put 1 1::-: cpf.:.i^i .i":, sc hec/U.-I- • s schf:dui.C'MHKH * * y * \ ». *<.».;. <• l- * * i l .t i v *•« ». H <• * « *. : ft V * m « i) * «• + *
)o« :r : ,::ni , points i,r :uim

w-'iii: ;<>'.';..;
4Sfi FORMAT (///. ">:,. CO!iT OF PRODUCTION FROM F-'C-f POINT [H 1i:F'i

• i.c :rr>j'.'-» . / • to yr.i r>ir. Cf= \HZ lis;- i;.Ki:r,:; UNotR' .

* ' i i '• c>f(:Lr r;iv schedule: IS')
t r - TTF Ik., A' <• ,

A'JV f-T-HM'T »/// • T'f:r PFR'.lO", .?".;;, •,'l*CHINS'!
WRITE (f, ,.-.', •.; (K. K -. 1, MSCHC.DI

tVi: l"ORf1Al (/. ?5\, 131 » J

s«l "!; u>, '. ' i !

i.ow - i - I'scne.n
CO bO£> J = 1 , T IMS
I. DW - LO',\' < *Sv"v" r

f>

»-.! cw *• ( o^ t usi m. p i

5C'.; B-IITE (i./iOt) J, ( LBKr.(K). K -- LOW. HIGH)
Sy.. FORMAT (tjX, I '.i , I .i.- . lj:..)

RrTWPN

J? (;<s!!T .ALIFI T)

piibRrjuTiN" <m-:n

tki s sii'jrjnuT t u
TOTAL CU'-i :'il7 o
IZON Ri:S1R£P.

••Kt'PATr.S A SF.T C.
i.JSji ": r.'s NUI-'C-.CR c

JO OS Tfl D.

PPODUCTii
•>CH?0'JLKO

f •» ' <»*/,*< » » •

t tK-:*i(<. .: * .< ; *•* a.
- * a* *•;*; •:*».«. *«.*.«:** >, < <. ,-. v< «•* * t**t •. v ».*•;< «••< »*v >: ;t>i

I nr-i 1 C I T i l; T • r, E R</> ( A- .'. j

i';rto':k..> 'iLTD
pi At. u;:.

- \ •,.'. . I i-; r

COMMON I Pf,T(< i ii:,v ! , (I DfO ( J C CO > > J! r>PPD( ?0 ) t JVvUSC 1^01, JPR0D2C<>C
* M.« CH(i:i C> 5 . JMt.CIt! ..'CiC f t NhACM< ?D') ) , RJ0U(2C" I , S I'JK ;?OC i .

* j o.i '. <; o .. i . .ice j i;.<K< ) , jcii'i.Hiico ; , jn»-» (2C'^i . o jun < 201; 1-.

<• 5cti»:o< ?. :oo» :• 1,11 k; t
. n..os',npi!ud i hc.dst.ccp'i i nscHi'D 1". i.vsi

!..osi<: '.1. -•>' -jv

,*» ;.,*: -* ' < */*! •. ><»*»**' *<-<.****.».»+ ...n t«.^.-;'*<**< <•<<< < * a.» ; <. <r w *<-«<-<*
PS1N1 PUT IHtf f'RUfil li!-: CHAf'ACU'r'ir.TIC?

1 +4 n.»ffi( << .;.< »t * t( ^>: ' > ,u>(i*fW-t.*>:4Kict*t»«*t«( ttt»,»tv( .Ji'1 <.

ala si - "!•::- » Al. fMIl
VSM1- (G.10) Al.AST
FORMAT t/, ' JO:iL HAVK AVA

I

LAS31L I T Y TIMES FROM PTKIOD 1 ",
* • to Pi-fiito 1

, i r> >

1B1TE iC, IZ\ S c
_ < P

FOrtM/.f C .', « THC HAKDOM f.'UHOJH GENERATOR SFEP I?'. I?0)
K« I IF I (> . ! s >

FORMAT (/////. ' -Ti:: NUKBt;R". 1*X, • JOEl MATRIX'. 1 JX

.

« 'RJOJ VFC'i C' , /// )

l*r*****»**«* <*«*«* ---*«•*< «»>«.*<> ***.*** *•*•,:******«****** **** +**>< >

DFTCRKi': c
: the nu\;. :;i' ok jdbj in each proouci sni'u;

!»-« t.*« 4« * « t- »! J: i» «. «. V * li-. C -I'**** ***# **V ****!•'*»**»** **+****•» V ¥#******•'
PSISM7 - 1

00 40 1 == It MPftfJO
jnnt < ) - i

cut* i ifiu::'

HUM = MJ03 - upnoo
OU 50 : - 1. NHW
P - 5. » U^ANDi S^EOJ « K?iH)lJ
JiB', V* - JOtifPJ 1

ilO.-il IN(;£
t V*»*» *«^**»***«xt **+*>•,!!.* **\* *«****»-<.********.**«.<.* + *»<:*+»* »?»*«•-•

ih:-: algorithm rkquirfs rt^AT at least on; jrja ce. availablf dui
PERIOD 1. SO FORCE JOB 1 If) Hf. AVAILABLE DOT'inri Tr--T F

1

R S i Pr?

JOB 1(1) = 1

JOB2< 1 ) = i

.''Je3< ! } -
* I? I J0!3<1( ,FC. II GO TO 60
jc3-i< i > - a
JOS3 ( 2 } - 1

GO TO 65
j:g«j

i

) - o
p3r>.R: --. 2
Rjoei i t -

.("IMC 1 ) = J
s «»» f •»«'.**»*

OLTERMJNf;
f*»4f tC**('«J(

J - 2
PO 300 f» - nSTAOT. MI'RPO
IF ( F . E , 1 ) L« TO 61
f033(J> -

. ^ ORANOISEKDJ * 1>0
i < 1 > - I

, * * »*<-> ^»*< *»»< " S.fc *»***»:<•*<. *tv;
IF CMAPACrCR 1ST !CS 3t" EAC * Jl-1
K * .-. t •* •>* *< * * -. 4 * < H B < w * * v * -' » » <• * * < <• >

t.*T***t
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r. v < <

LICIT = JJnii'l
< t . ,'. ? c ( v . « i <**,.« <*>:**<•<< * << ***** * < * * * * « **«.»<*< i

ncTtRKlN-? V f ;." riAi-Ci 1
. r;i !

! lach joh'3 AvailAc;!i

D'.'t.T -- AL/.Sr / J03IP)
i'- (d.it . 1. 1 . 1 1 d;:lt - i

ML AST =
LAST I = I

DO 95 1 - 1. LIMIT
jch;i(j» - r->

I.L/.S1 = r:: AST * on T
LAST I = IVAST - (N--AST - L
JOH2<J J - !.*.ST I

IF (I .CO. I ) SO TO TO
jni33<J) - I - l

JO!)'t{ J - 1 ) = J
JCDUJI -
RJODtJ) " t. « uaAUOtfKLIVl

F « * t- * * * t

as". ] } * uoanoi seed)

.1 J
^•3

C v

COUT I NLC
.. 1U ! ) Nl-fc

: tt ,ii « « ... * > -: *

v

a u^i.M tt<«'Ut<(»< * •? « •; ** ***+-«

#

i> ; I n .• cut '(it-: c FMr.i<ATf-n j:i<s ai-'d th::ih Cmaraci

co • ao j - i » ijitii

1/3 I TC (6.1ICI J. jOIIIIJ). J0B2(J), JOB3(J). Ji

FPK11AT if".. 4TIl». ?.r., lb J

cowl I i-:l£

END

< * *<-

ICC

c *

c * * *

OS
90

it* t\
c*

K*--|i; (r i. AG»PLAGl • FLAG2 >

v t.< i- * i ( < i-vt* i
'- .' -: < ' H'''«**««M.st«

* , « * < 4. * .7 :> » ,. ,> < i i « >;• J. <. ¥ * * t < * < <•*.***!* 4 J>1| -V >> V * * * * # * * 1 V !

suukguti'm: schfdi
in scheduling r'.cn ctK^iuATe joti is weight?

q

COS"!? C: 1Htir.= JOSS Or ITS PROVUC"! hHICH WO'Jl
ONf- PERIOD II" THAI Jf.li IS NOT SC'Hf'DULt-0 ON li

,

K." CHINK. ThC Dl.f-rPP Al COST r,\- THE C AMD I OAT f
ONLY IT IT ! j'.l fcOULD nc PUSHED I.ATPR ON- P'-r<l

<. _\ t » v #** v< (• *. : i:* «uit * <*(.< v* ./ n»n«**tci * ** v< » <

*l(..l.(!(.-*U:i"i, i'!(tKi\M'.»c»*»»t * *«.<*<*>.'•»•<•**?*!
IMPLICIT Il-Tt: C.i--R< i. (A- 2)
COMMON LUNli C 10 > . Tl.l.NOC 1000 >• J!PROO(20 > . JPU r

i

* liACH! :;i;0 ) . Ji'.ACM ( SOO I .UK ACM ( i:00 I • RJI1SI :•

* jo< i ( .'0 ) . .ii ).!';<;.• or. ) , JQR3C2C0 ) . jnn* ( ?r--i

* SO'.LD i C . J'CiO, j ) . I 1 VI' , NJUEIt NPrtOOiHCOSI >C
* T i Mi :?• >-(* 1

1.'
'i

l.OGiCAL yH Iril ,l : LAG.hLAul ,r'L/.G2
COPT -

n j kk - i

CO H3 ! -• 1,1 J'!f£

NMACHI I ! == MACH( I )

con i i;.l.l

DO Ub IPi!s":D = l.Nf^ROD
jpfiijoi (i r;;oci - .ii proo < IPRUD)
cr :! inuK
_>IHJ''. - c
C O i, 1 = - 1

COST1 =
I'.?CI!!<£ =

«*<• -**tv< *!-•.«»*< **.**»; i*<. +*^* **»**+ i /..****»;** i4»<

SEADCH ("OR A Ji'H! TO R£" SCHEOULTD

DO MO I PROO * I.NPROD
I = JPIf!')l I IPfUlD^
i r>uK "- :

i

IF'. I .GT.C » GO TO 103
ZDO.c = lOOfjEH

nv lHfi
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it < JT1HE.I.E.T1 KC J OC

I J
tor. c .?i s 1 1 - costhrjgbj rnunj

CO 10 I OG
10? I ' « v ir„ 1 »r,- ,cnT. T 1 ) CD TC 110

r.tinr - cn^i
.•hum = i

i ;o rri'i-iHur-
C<'(f*t(t''fi<.'.vt*«.'li.»*t***i4f*»»»t«!«'-*tt'.*t*':»t'it*Httl»t*
T * jr.Fj ;nu.-( H.« ; BPfrN CKDSEN TO P,F" SCHEOHl.KO . PuACF IT
C< SCHFtH.it. E ANJ C(! l"h"JT.; THE Nt"W SCHEDULE COST.
ri*U*»tv(.! ****** *.**<ij « * *. 4 < < t**ttttt',i**tH:t*»*tv*«l<ttt(

IF ( JtJUM.GT .C) GO 10 121
IF ( lonNE.EQ.NPROD) CD VO 130
i ti i,f; •- n i ml:* i

o.) rci i;;i.

121 SChEfK K!.;n( !TI ':
::) - NMACH(IrjME) * l> IT1MF, 1) - .1

JPR(X> J ( JClflK JHU") ) = JUH4(JtJUM|
CDP1 :; COin ('TIME - JGt,2( JUUM) ) * RJOB(JNUM)
:iVAC)HlT!i»;

) -• HXACMI IT 1KE1-1
IF CMKACHt J TIME ) ,1"0.0I I11ME" - ITIMr + 1

126 IF(ilI«r,GT.l[N;.; GO TD 130
CD 10 40

c* th- :>>">' -(>> u.e •-!,><-, Hf'-r: ( ompl itTt.n. attempt io impkovf
C* wtS' r

: ,' r ^, I UTCkf.11/ ilGES. Tl-frN B-TUSN •

C«t< r + vi '• * * (vft»t> * < » * v * < * ******* « < * « v * v *.*****».» «.»<. t- * *<» *.

11.1 1MFI./C-) CALL PAlf!< 1 .COPT, FLAG!. EI.AG21
ir (cgpt.i.t .hcogt) H'.nsT -. rnpr

1 Hi J

tf(**i(-**irus*

'I UJ
FNC

C * *• ',': * <• <• * » f * < * * * * ^ * * * * » * ******. ******** A *«.*«** * A *<:«.** ^ * * + ***<.*>).<. V * * * * V *. * *
c* *
C* FUNCTITN :jK\stO *
C> THIS Fl.MCTIOH GENERATES RANDOM NUMBERS BETWEEN 2ERP AND CNF, THE *
C* SEQUENCE OF RANDOM NUMBERS IS CETERMINEn UY THE SEED VALUE us; :.n *
C* INI T( 4LLY - I X. 4
C* *

FJNCT I ON uSANfX ! X)
IX. - IX * 6*je.3<i
IF ( .' :; 5 1 . 2, 3

1 IK a IX «• ?,«r',6.l<)«7 * I

Z liSANC - I X * ,A,£ :3tjt. i 3E--0
PE T Ui>N
F'/n
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Sut:r.')'.n inf. scHf. n;-< rLAG.ri.AG i.fi.agi: i

• 01 .'' ' i It**!*. »<.(.1t*. f-i f ** * **#* **«.***
SUHrt'.'iJl ! NT S'.HMV
1 1 is Mifc schi'ijui ; n i;y

•• n ..
-i i us

««•<<.«*'

STHIMGS USINO AN ADAPT/. 1 ION 0'" SJONeY'S
C* A!.
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i) (jotjM ,ro. .ir',\-n?( jntii c'jdumi ) > r,n to ten
JOUN - JOc;'< ( JDUM <

CUSTI - CCST 1 I i' ..U'i3( JDUM !

1NIIM - !MJ'-'. I 1

1

1

r.fuji iNt;r:

IF ( JNHf.r.T .0 ) GO TO in',

u:
i iDOkE .cc. hpuvo) go t(

Il'ii-'t : Hi ';:<

»

c

C * ' * *

C 1

C< *« *
1 Q^

PI ACT j :P J.-i;iM«S SUilVIKING f>J 11^ JfiH SCHEDULE i v.'i" T H jnu" ;•.

'

HLSl .;)!' OH ItvX SUBSTRING. THEN UPDATE *UE SCtiCi/W-K COSJ1 M
THf'V- .H'rJii.

•-» *:-*. v* + •.*-.- 1- ' <•* <-*« ***«<•>. «- ;.*.**.*»***< *+*<** *«* ** <.t. >: t- «.*«***
jSlJH = JPQOOI < (fl0'-(JNU«J I

ccnt'D(M/CH( iTinei - Nt'AtmniuFi < it iytmf. ? ) - jduh
C(ll*T = CUPT 1- CTFIMf: - JOil2 ( JDUM) ) * P. J OtJ < JDli«>

NVACHl IT! >< ) = l«MACti{ M I M' )- 1

;f (ij ;ao,< n jiifc. > *"' « '•> ) gu ': o it>*

l!M" •-.
J 1 )('... < I

i
•- f r r i w .. r.

r
» rn •.-: / r, 2 to ! • >?.

IFC JtJiJI'.fO. Ji'tiMJ GO iC 190
Jt>UM - JU044 JDlii-l)

CO TO ! I'.i

JPRCOl < JOBK.'NUH) > = J0B4(JNU«I
irUHK.I I'.TIMCI GO TO l'JO

v*< * v »*<*-*••**..*<***:<*'+*'<• <> *********** »***t*»M** « v* *«<-» <•

THE SCHPOULE HAS I'.FtN CCMPLETFO. ATTEMPT TO IM,-NOVl : IT VIA i

kj«"jf)ti tmnfcC ANGFS* THEN RFTUfiN
|,-UttMf;vti<.U<:ftUtUtM*t»tf«t<*»tHt»tH«ftt*»*tH»H
IP {FLAG) CM-L PMfU2.C0P1 »FLAG1«FLAG2)
TFC COf'T.tT.MCOST ) HCOST - COPT
ft-

"» U(<N
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si.t.rout [-»vr pa.i n iv. • cc;
C < -t V 1 *• "I < •- i. C i :) t. ,'. f ,> ,. 4, , ,, 1 „ ^ „ ;

(.4* 4*6*4 ti <. < :. « « A * v .J « j. tl . (..t
-

f'* '.IJbt'C'UT I M I"/' i I'

c * an t r. i. • i [ v:. ffjocrou:
c* iNTrPC'H„Mu f s or- jdi-,*:
ct a.-a st ,ir-( i; t\w )i>, i nr
C * * < «* tt « J >: v .\ ,,. ,. ;, + .;. ,. -.

t ,,. ,., 4 , < ,
;
, .

H'.'t ic it i nu-c.i-v*.-, ;.

C OKI mi j , kv [)( i .;..;" >»ri i

* KACH!?.'JO j , J.'., •

:
'( .rLAGi,ruAG3 i

<F TO IMPPCVc A JOCt S<:H(;l)Ut F I'S I NC [ASi
. NOTf IT IS A'.B'JKrD : , |,\ , .'., T L'-»<;r C"i--

F- KCiT 1 I HI fVkl'jLi.
,-<* *•:•***< *.',.; v /n»* ». *«. . >:.*; , .;

, 4 < U.H4 < .•

. * * + /„ (, i, 1, I f k ,,- , «.
. + 4. + , <•*).»» ^ ^ ,-,, (, ¥ , , . lc . A ,, ,. .

.-.'.)

'

. I; 1

* SCHtT
«• !!•:-.

1 03 Il:T. Fl'Ir
C * A f V <' < T '- * t * < * < * :• < r * ... * 4 ,,: + , , 4. /
C* Mill ft I.. t/.F IVPOrtVAIJT Vi
C >' * v* <• 1 < i <M fr >; : y !• • .: -: „ v 1 ». ^ 4 g. ^ .

.
•

„"

IF (K .>-C(. "1 ) f,0 TCI ;•>.•>

Dl 2 I --: i , S'jCiCI
SJORf t ) .•: r.

2 CONTINUE
l-q 4 J -• I. TIllH
HA.CHJ = M/,CH(.i >

[>" -1 I = I . >.ACHJ
I jr. - S-~H*£D( UJ.i)
If ( UK ,t-0.

) CO rn 3

( loco ), jii.-f>(ir><vo) , jpivoo > (;(. 1 . jprc

' >•-!•>< : t; ' -' ) . Jij«v ;.:(), joy* , ?n.i 1 ,0Jcn ' •>,- r
i ii i >::-

. NJLJt? 1 ni'?ui4->.HC.asi ,c:n>i , r.-xrnf o,

. r^

CONTINUE

1
•; r.N

!( LI'

V if ±<»t *»»/«( *.* + + ..;«:<•< *„>*('WW INTO K-XYTDNS i;tHi
6.n.i.» in.;k:ai• ^ \H': r\ mf p

( * * * < * * * * •» -

UNiJS r:l' ».'..'

;Q. ) GO TO I

)

I 3

1 ! i-:.- I - 1

00 JO T -= 71 K'i I . Tl I-.

if ( sftoifAcmn. i. k)FONT I KU<
•i iMt > - yi f,e
en to 1 !,

if i SOWH.I.k:- ,EQ. OJ GO TO 13

GC TO > it

T[Mt~£ - I - 1

IF (TIVF? ,F0. TJVF.) GO TO 503
'<=*< : **•*< +****«***)»<,(*« ******* ******

if thfpf is a jos which «/ / be dkla

< V 1 < < - *(+(^,.

!*«*« f **«*,,« tt«iUtl

c ** * * *
C* DC: THRU IN
C+ SCHtrui.E

?'. Tl = Tli.if? -
2S 00 IOC J = TIH51, Tl

MACHJ - MCUIJ)
00 9b ! - ) , HA CM.

I

J0B1 = SCMKOC I « J,K >

IF (jOU .Fu. 0> GO
kuccj - jon-i (j out i

IF (.SUCCJ .>-c. ct ^-.ri TO J 1",

LIMIT = SJDiK SUCC1 )

1»- (LIMIT ,t"Q. OJ GO TO 30
IF (L.IHT ,fu. J J CO TO 95
CO TQ 3B
**»***»«***«fc*****H.«.*i)tt(«.*** ¥ 4i«t-4-*4i4r *+ »^ <.^^ >Jt<.^ j(,^ <

l';
:

Zi.
:

f-"
I:1 = IF f^Pfc' IS « JOO !M /. l.*.lfeR riKF P'-RI

:' ' ~ >- ,

-v. ,.UST THAtJ JCJbl *.N0 wt,ICH CAT-. Of FXCf-.'ClMG

f * * . «. » 4 » * 4 <, <. ,

n tn thf jon
:*Si>*4Htt<'t*t*tttli"

iOO

C'>6i<

WlTiiClUV V(OLATt.\G Oni.»ft:INi, CONSTIJA!

»*»t*<:(«( * < * »• t * <:

i'lii: .. :irr,i;;F< »
with j;>;i *
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'. « t * .* * 4< t * * * . :4**/-4<.***»*v<<*****i

i + :

liO 90 Jl - NKX 1 , LIMIT
H-*.C( Jl -- fi/ Hi I i )

DO 8t- 1 J .-. 1 , > ACHJ1
jr.'J I I k i.c t ,,. r> ; I ! , .1 | .k)UT (jOBIt .'- O. fil CO TO 9>i
IV (HJH«( JOBJ ) ,<:,-;. RJOOCJaBIII > GOTO 05
If {.IOG2fjr.u-.rj} „ r,T . j 5 00 Tn 60
it- c jooi ( jov: > .'a. jrip,i (jfjoii i) gci yd {,5
PPf-.C^ = JO'i i( Jj'i\ l )

If- fPKrC? ,r:C, 0) CO TO 125
if rsjnB{,'i^c2> ,gt. j) go to or,
c c "i n : ;• s
COM I'ii.i'

C:iNTIN'ij>-

CONYI [J!^-

C'J TO C-.CC!
<••;•> Jl ', , :•

f v;i.."ft: i-. .•,

•
.
v JOB! ANt) JOB?. UPUATr: Th ; SJdf) V-C'ai-' AN~i Tt"-cu-o « th.-n' begin tup PRficrp'jar again vtth thf re

sc
HPO( II ,jl ,r:) =
OLiJJOfll) =-• .!1

on< join j i = j
•;t =. cor,Y - (j:

' r t

***•;* < v < * j

J! * (RJOBUoeil) - RJCQ(JOni) >

>,

,

D ; ,i
,
.

r

'i!'''.'-
,l
-V"

r0n T,| ! s T I''1^ SECTION CANNOT BF IMPHC5VF0 I
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